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WEATHER FORECAST
Tonight Fair and Continued
Cool; Thursday Fair

VOL. XXXI I

No.

PAPERS RECOVERED
NewYbrk, March 29. 'Part of the
which
$88,000 worth of securities
were stolen several weeks ago from
Aaron Bancroft, senior member of
TO
& Company, have
GreoSte Bancroft
been recovered. The recovery wbb
even more sensational than the rob'
bery, one report declaring that the
agent of the bankers who got the
stolen
property back was held up at BELIEVED OVERTURES WILL BE
FOUR "LIFERS" IN PENITENTIARY
the point of a gun and made to turn
DELIVERED UNOFFICIALLY
AMONG TWENTY-FIVover $6,000 In cash. William M. Sul
TO MADERO
APPLICANTS
35
Nassau
of
street,
livan, a lawyer
who had charge of the work of run'
HEARING ON APRIL EIGHTH nlng down the securities for the ban SWEEPING REFORMS UNLIKELY
kers confirmed the report of the re
covery. Mr. Bancroft said he was
REVOLUTIONARY
JUNTA DOES
ON THAT DATE BOARD MEETS IN
sorry the report had gotten' out for
NOT EXPECT INSURRECTO
.
SANTA FE TO CONSIDER
it might defeat efforts to recover all
DEMANDS TO BE WET
the stolen securities. He said there
PLEAS
was about $21,000 of oil stocks yet
,
to be recovered.
ALL IS QUIET IN MAZATLAN
FRANCISCO ULIBARR1 IN LIST

PEACE OUTLOOK

MURDERERS SEE

IS NOT OVERLY

BE RELEASED

BRIGHT

ON PAROLE
E

,

PEARY

IS COMMISSIONED

vancing from Volcano Lake. More
300 federals were In the column
they said. General Berthold's forces
are expected here tonight. Rumors of
his being shot, leave It uncertain
whether he is with the column. The
rebels are busy throwing up addition
al earthworks east of town, where it
is believed the federals will cento:
their attack, i
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CITY EDITION
SIZING UP HARRIMAN

class

LINES

TAFTDID NOTURGE

STATE CAPITOL AT

THE ELECTION

ALBANY PREY

OF LORIMER

TO FLAMES

Denver, March 27. Plans for taking
one of the biggest Inventories in his
tory were discussed here yesterday
by the engineers of the railroads be
longing to the Harriman system. A
complete valuation of the entire system, involving ihe listing of every
thing from bolts and steel rails to
cars, buildings and franchises on more
than sixteen thousand miles of tracks
A
PROMPT
DENIAL
FOLLOWS
will be taken. It will probably re
STATEMENT THAT HE FAVOR
quire two" or three years' time. E.
ED ACCUSED SENATOR
Holbrook of Chicago, who is in charge
of the work, presided at the meeting
The work, it is stated, is already un
HIS FRIENDS SCOUT THE IDEA
der way and the meeting was for the
purpose of arranging details.
The
HOPE report of the engineers, when finish
PRESIDENT EXPRESSED
ed, Is expected to answer one of the
DEADLOCK BE BROKEN, BUT
biggest questions being discussed In
THAT WAS ALL
the country the physical valuation of
railroads as compared with their capi
ALDRICH ALSO MENTIONED tal stock and bond issues.

ENSIGN TO DIRECT WORK
El Paso, Tex., March 29. O. H. En
sign, chief electrical engineer of the
reclamation service and one of the
electrical power engineering authori
ties of the country, is expected here
within the next month to make plans
for the construction of the tempor
ary power plant at the Elephant Butte
dam and also to study the power de
velopment project In connection with
the big irrigation dam. Engineer En
sign has developed a number of
water power electrical projects and Jie
will be In consultation with the engl
LUMBERMAN TESTIFIES
RHODE
neers of the service regarding the full
ISLAND STATESMAN
TOLD
development of the power possibilities
HIM OF PREFERENCE
of the big dam and its laterals.

REPORTS OF REBEL ACTIVITIES
Washington, March 29. Comman
MAN ONE OF THOSE WHO
THERE DENIED IN
der Robert E. Peary was today com
WANTS HIS FREEDOM
LETTERS
with
the
civil
a
missioned
engineer
rank of rear admiral, in accordance
RUSSIA IS SATISFIED
Santa Fe, N. M., March 29. Twen with the recent act of congress. His
El Paso, Tex., March 29- .- If any
e
Pekln, March 29. The Russian
applications for parole will commission dates from April 6, 1909, peace proposals are being formulated
:ovemment has formally notified
oome before the parole board of the the day he r ached the North Pole.
by the Mexican government it is be
New Mexico penitentiary at its meet
lieved by the Insurrecto junta her China that it la satisfied with her fi
that these will be delivered to Fran- nal reply to Russia's ultimatum.
ing here on Saturday, April 8. Among
cisco I. Madero in the form of unof
the applicants are four convicts servficial overtures. Madero, according
ing life terms for murder, a fifth
to reports, is less than a day's march
whose term was commuted from life
from Chihuahua City, now the strongto 10 years, and a sixth, who was
CHOICE
PREVENTS
est
federal post in northern Mexico.
sent up for twenty-fiv- e
Three
years.
The junta here does not believe
convicts from San Miguel county,
among them Francisco Ullbarrl, serv- DEMOCRATS OF NEW YORK LEG- President Diaz will yield to the mostj
insistent of the insurrecto demands.
ing a life sentence for murder, are
ISLATURE UNABLE TO AGREE
which Include
the retirement of
among those petitioning for release.
COLONEL ROOSEVELT
PAYS HI3
Diaz
and
President
does not consider
ON
SENATOR
termers
Two life
from Mora county,
TO
YELLOW
RESPECTS
THE
for
the prospects particularly bright
Sostenes Lucero and Juan B. Romero,
in the immediate future.
JOURNALS
also seek freedom. The complete list
Albany, N. Y., March 29. Aller peace
of prisoners who have filed applica four fruitless ballots, the democratic
No Trouble at Mazatlan
Berkeley, Calif., March 29. Colonel
tions for parole, together with the caucus
adjourned at 12:50 o'clock
Los Angeles, March 29. Apropos of Theodore Roosevelt concluded his secrime of which each was convicted,
this morning without having named the recent statement
attributed to ries of Earl lectures here late yeslength of term and county he rep a candidate for United States senator.
Francisco I. Madero, sr., to the effect terday afternoon with a ringing con
resents, follows:
In announcing adjournment. Senator that the insurrectos are menacing demnation of those newspaper and
Francisco TJllbarri, sentenced from Wagner, presiding officer, apologized
Mazatlan, Mex., the information has magazines the "Ananias muckrakers"
San Miguel county, for life, for mur-de- for the delay as the leaders were do reached here
that there is no rebel he termed them that "misrepresent
ing everything possible to bring about trouble in that vicinity. E. S.
and discredit honest public servants,
Margaiito Romero, sentenced from harmony.
a .tobacco grower of .Mexico, witli the result VzY1'
ralnd of tb
emphasized, in and a resident of Los Angeles, receiv publics is so confused that it is unyan Miguel county for 18 months to Senator Cullen
of
2 years for larceny of horses.
moving the recess, the Importance
ed a letter yesterday from a business able to distinguish, the honest from
Jose C. Madrid, sentenced from every democratic member being on man in San Diego, state of Teplc, the dishonest." Another great crowd
San Miguel county lor 12 months to hand promptly at the hour named for stating that there were no signs of in- which occupied every available inch
the reconvening of the caucus.
15 months, for embezzlement.
surrection in the vicinity of Mazatlan. of space in the big Greek theater of the
When the caucus adjourned It was The latter further states there has University of California, heard the
D. K. Foster, sentenced from Lincoln county for 4 years, for larceny understood the choice had narrowed been no trouble in San Bias, an im- lecture, the text of which was "The
down to three men D. Cady Herrlck, portant port to the south of Mazatlan Shaping of Public Opinion and the
of horse.
Straus-OtherSalomon Aragon, sentenced from Martin H. Glynn and Isidor
or at Acapaneto.
Ninth Commandment."
who had not been eliminated
Lincoln county for 99 years, for murPresident Wheeler of the University
submitted
der. Sentence afterward commuted to from a list of ten names
in introducing him called for an ex- -'
Federals Advancing on Mexicall
by a committee were:
10 years.
Mexican, Mex., March 29. Rebel pression of opinion from the audience
Herman Ridder, Morgan J. O'Brien scouts who stopped today for break- as to whether "it had been
Robert Leslie, jr., sentenced from
glad to
W. Gerard.
Otero county to serve 2 2 years to and Justice James
fast at the Cudahy ranch at Hechl-cera- , have Colonel Roosevelt." If so, he told
A report that the republicans might
5 years, for killing neat cattle.
15 miles south, report having the big crowd to "raise your right
for Thomas W.
had a brush with a federal force ad- - hand and say aye." Instantly
Sostenes Lucero, sentenced from cast their votes today
the
of
the
seventeen
that
trea
on
Tora county for life, for murder. Osborne andwould
was
with
feet
its
audience
also support him, is
Juan B. Romero, sentenced from insurgents
mendous cheer of affirmation.
a determin NEW MEXICO SECURES
hastened
to
believed
have
"Mora county for life, for murder.
of
the
organization
on
the part
Jose Molina, sentenced from Sierra ation
CHARGED WITH FRAUD
leaders to end the deadlock. .
25
murder.
for
for
years,
county
New York, March 29. Charged with
ANOTHER TOSTAL BANK
J. W. Willis, sentenced from Bernalfraudulent use of the mails In inducA SUICIDE
illo county for 1 year to 2 years for
ing S. Randall of McCloud, W. Va.,
Roswell, N. M., March 29. Charles SILVER CITY NAMED AS FEDER- and other persons, to invest In shares
forgery and uttering forgery.
in the California Diamond Oil comGorgonlo Garcia, senenced from Brown, an old timer and prominent
AL DEPOSITORY IN LIST OF
Bernalillo county to serve 1 year to real estate man, drank almost an
pany, Archie L. Wisner, his brother,
FORTY-FIV2 years for larceny of neat cattle.
Emmett S. Wisner of this city, and
ounce of prusslc acid late yesterday
Jose Mora, sentenced from Bernal- afternoon and in ten minutes was
John Myers of San Francisco, were
Washington, March 29. Postmaster indicted
illo county for 1 year to 2 years for dead. Handing his wife the empty
by the federal grand jury.
but gave General Hitchcock has designated
bottle he said, ""Good-bye,- "
larceny of neat cattle.
as postTWO-CENBurton D. Pennington, sentenced no reason for the rash act. He had 45 additional' postofflces
RATE INVALID
from Bernalillo county 1 year to 2 said to several friends that "a man al savings depositories in as many
St. Louis, March 29. The United
years, for burglary of shop and lar- his age had lost his usefulness and states and territories, mostly at in States circuit court of appeals today
was better off dead:" However, he dustrial centers where there
ceny therefrom.
pas
are declared the Oklahoma two-cePedro Per a y Espinosa, sentenced was active in business, in good finrate law to be confiscatory and
senger
earners.
wage
from Socorro county 1 year to 3 ancial condition, and In excellent many
invalid.
It Is Mr. Hitchcock's intention to
health. The coroner's Inquest pro
years for embezzlement and larceny.
Leslie Johnson, sentenced from nounced It suicide, but did not delve confine the offices as nearly as pos
Torrance county, 1 year to 2 years, into the motive.
really MANY CLAIMANTS
sible to industrial centers
for burglary.
such
banking facilities, par
needing
from
Nazario Alarld, sentenced
consideration to geogiving
ticularly
Santa Fe county, for 99 years, for POLICE MAGISTRATE
TO LARGE ESTATE
receipts,
graphical location, postal
murder, second degree.
and
business
foreign money order
Alberto Arellano, sentenced from
RECOMMITS JOHNSON genera efficierfcy of postmasters.
Dona Ana county 1 year to 2 years
PERSONS
NEARLY A HUNDRED
for assault with Intent to kill.
Among the new offices designated
WOULD SHARE IN $100,000
Ellsandro Lucero, - sentenced from HEAVYWEIGHT CHAMPION AGAIN are:
LEFT BY WOMAN
Dona Ana county for 3 years for burSanta Cruz, Calif.:
Bisbee, Ariz
LANGUISHES IN FRISCO
glary.
Canon City, Colo.;; Manhattan, Kan-- ;
CITY JAIL
Los Angeles, March 29. Nearly a
Clemente Najar, sentenced 'from
Kalispell, Mont.; Tonopah, Nev.;, Sil- hundred persons, scattered all over
3
Dona Ana county for
years for as
ver City, N. M.; Devil's Lake, N. D.:
the world, have filed claims in the
San Francisco, March 29. Jack
sault with Intent to kill.
Astoria, Ore.; Temple, Tex'.; Bins-hawas
superior court to share in the $100,-- .
sen Johnson, heavyweight champion,
Alberto Alvarez Quevado,
Canyon,"Utah ; Hoquiam, Wash , 000 estate of Matilda
Walden, who
court
2
andxagain
Into
ordered
to
today
tenced from Grant county, years
and Rock Springs, Wyo. died in Los Angeles, August IS, last,
sentenced to twenty-fiv- e
days in Jail
3 years for forgery;'
leaving no will ' and no known heirs.
James Ryan sentenced from Grant by Acting Police Judge Treadwell.
WORKMEN
to
The claimants continue to appear,
FOR
action
FLOWERS
this
took
he
said
3
The
for
1
to
judge
larceny.
county year
years
Stanford, ' Conn., March 29. The even at this late date, and the hearJose Cordova,' sentenced from Col forestall any question of the legality
fax county 1 year to 2 years for lar- of the sentence from which Johnson Tale & Town company, of .which ing which was to have been held toAn Henry R. Towne is the head, will ex- day, was postponed until May 9, to
appealed to the superior court.
ceny of cattle.
to perautomobile
speed- pend between $5,000 and $10,000 beau- allow some later heirs-at-laJ. L. Gibson, sentenced from Eddy additional charge of
relationfect
of
on
their
with
Johnson
Its
alleged
here
heard
proof
will
be
1
unlaw6
against
grounds
for
tifying
factory
ing
county months to year
April 4. Soon after Johnson was re- flower gardens and fountains. A largo ship. .The claimants live in Scotland,
fully entering railroad car. .
to 'jail, his attorneys filed a hothouse is already under construc- Ireland and New Zealand. On group
turned
Eduardo Martinez, sentenced from
cousins,
for a writ of habeas corpua tion. In the winter cut flowers will is composed of twenty-on- e
2
1
to
for
petition
Colfax county
year,
year
roost of whom live In Ireland.
sick employes.
sent
be
court
In
the
cattle.
appellate
of
larceny
SAN

i
WE PRINT THE NEWS
If You Read It
In The Optic, It's 80
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ENGLAND FAVORS TREATY
PRICELESS DOCUMENTS, BOOKS,
London, March 29. A general com
RECORDS AND COLLECTIONS
mittee to be made up of members
DESTROYED
of the house of commons of all par
ties Is under process of formation
Washington,' March 2st. Prompt de with the object of supporting Presi
Albany, N. Y., March 29. Fire
nial was made here today by the dent Taft's
n
arbitra swept and water drenched New York
friends of President Taft of the re tion treaty.
state's magnificent $27,000,000 capitol
port from Springfield, 111,, that Mr.
stands today a partial wreck, due to
Taft had joined with Senator Nelson
flames that started in the assembly
W. Aldrlch of Rhode Island, In urging
burned away the entire west
library,
JUDGE
HARLLEE
IS
the election of William Lorimer to
wing and did damage estimated at
the United States senate.
$5,000,000 before the fire was brought
Edward Hlnes, a lumberman at the
under control. It is believed the blaze
CLAIMEDBY
DEATH
Lorimer hearing yesterday, testified
was started by a fused electric push
that Senator Aldrlch had told him
button or a lighted cigarette stub.
President Taft was anxious that Mr.
The fire was discovered by the night
SILVER CITIAN ONE OF MOST
I x) rimer be selected.
watchman and the alarm was turned
PROMINENT MEMBERS OF
Friends of the president said today
in at 2:45 this morning. Before the
NEW MEXICO BAR
that Mr. Taft had expressed the hope
firemen reached the, massive structhat the deadlock in Illinois would be
ture, priceless documents, books and
broken, but that was as far as he had
Silver City, N. M., March 29
records, stored in the assembly libgone.
Judge Arthur Howard Harllee, for a rary had been destroyed. The famous
Former Senator Aldrlch today de third of a century a resident of Silver million dollar staircase In the west "
clined to discuss the matter.
City, and one of her most beloved wing also was practically destroyed.'
and highly respected citizens, passed
The departments destroyed Includ
Seat Cost Lorimer $100,000
away yesterday at his home here af ed the state library, with Bbt hundred
Springfield, 111., March 29. H. H. ter an illness of a little over two thousand volumes, among them the
Kohlsaat, publisher of the Chicago weeks. Judge Harllee was one of most valued geneologleal works in the
Record-Heraltold the state senate the most prominent practitioners in United States, together with priceless .
Lorimer investigating committee here New Mexico, a man with a career of documents, some dat'ng back to 1776.
today that he knew $100,000 had been distinguished publio service, high in - The senate library stored with
used to procure the election of Wil- the councils of the Masonic order and thousands of volumes of law and codo
liam Ubrlmer to the United States a man whose integrity and high char, books, was swept toy the fire and the
.
senate. He refused to give. the com acter had earned him the respect of senate and assembly chambers
mittee the source of his information. every one who knew him.
and
the
claims
court
of
The
In 1888 Judge Harllee was appoint bureau of the state educational denotwithstanding the committee has
power to imprison him because of ed district attorney for Grant and partment were wrecked and the atsuch refusal. "Any man that will Sierra counties and represented Grant torney general's offices and those of
violate a confidence 's not worth a county in the . recent constitutional the state treasurer, state tax comwhere he served with missioner and board of charities bad
snap," said Mr. Kohlstaat. "No news- convention,
on
numerous
ability
important com- ly damaged,
'
paper can violate a confidence." Later
mittees. In 1904 he was elected
Mr.
to
Kohlstaat
refused
Samuel
Abbott, of Syracuse, the
again
Mexico Bar as
tell the name of his Informant and president of the New
watchman is missing and is sup
night
one of the best
was excused until Thursday morning, sociation and he was
to have perished in the flames.
in the ter posed
and
oldest
known,
lawyers
Firemen had many narrow escapes
the committee telling him he must
ritory. Warm friends all over New and several were overcome
then answer.
by smoke.
Mexico will mourn his death and Silfire broke out afresh about
The
ver City has lost one of her most
10 o'clock and soon got away from the
valuable citizens.
MAGNATE
TRACTION
firemen. After several Are fighters
had been knocked unconscious by fallGALLOPERS GOING ABROAD
cautious
ing debris they became
VIGTIMJJF INSANITY New York, March 2. The pick of about going beneath the shattered
the Hildreth racing stable, including arches of the west wing. The assem
the great Fitzherbert, winner of last bly chamber is a complete wreck.
CHIOF
DICKINSON M'ALLISTER
The militia was pressed into seryear's Brooklyn handicap, will likely
CAGO BECOMES RAVING
be shipped to England shortly, accord- vice to police the fire lines and reMANIAC ON TRAIN
ing to indications today. S. C. Hil move the records, relics and flags
dreth, owner, it is understood, expects from the adjutant general's office
Pittsburg, March 29 Dickinison Mc to see his
Stte Architect Ware during the
thoroughbreds at Pimlico
the
of
Allister, former president
club'3 morning estimated the loss to be
If
and
the
Jockey
then,
meeting
railroad In
Metropolitan Elevated
decision to hold no race meets In New about $5,000,000 exclusive of the valChicago, became violently Insane late
York
stands, to send them abroad for uable records in the state library,
yesterday while on a train bound
disposal.
Jockey Shilling will prob which can never be replaced. Tha
from Chicago to Harrisburg, and was
to England to ride of Hildreth building has been placed under maronly subdued and bound after a hard ably go
tial law and soldiers are guarding it.
sent to that country.
horses
are
struggle. He had kicked out the lights
Electricians about the capitol scout
was
stateroom
and
of his
attempting
idea that defective wiring was
the
JAPAN RATIFIES TREATY
to jump through the window when
cause
of the fire and blame it
the
29.
coun
The
March
privy
Tokio,
detected. He was taken to a hospital
on
a
cigarette
carelessly thrown
here and this' morning was reported cil today ratified the treaty of comstub.
the
United
much Improved. Following the death merce and navigation with
So far as known there was no inof his father last summer, the old States.
on the capitol or lts( con
surance
homestead at Harrisburg was sold,
tents.
broodill
became
McAllister
and Mr.
Both houses of the legislature now
ing over the family misfortunes.
IANEUVERS WON'T
in session, met this morning in tha
city hall.
HEARING INTERESTING CASE
29.
Oklahoma City, Okla., March
CAUSEJEFICIENCY
MURDERER SURRENDERS
The damage suit of Scott McReynolds
R.
Kansas
of
W.
City, Mo., March 29. A letrepresentative
personal
PRESIDENT TAFT TALKS OVER
Pentarakls had written
Achilles
ter
Charles
Hearst, against
MEXICAN SITUATION WITH
to relatives In Chicago was found by
N. Haskell and others for $10,000
STATESMEN,
the police in Pentarakls' room here
damages is on trial before Judge John
late last night and when It was trans-lateC. Pollock of the federal court- - The
the police understood for the
case was filed March 6, 1909, but
Washington, March 29. President
had
time
how ha came to confess
technicalities
first
the
discuss
to
continued
various
Taft
today
through
been continued until the present term. Mexican situation- - with senators and yesterday, before he had been accused
McReynolds alleges that Haskell and representatives. He talked the mat- of any crime, ? that he: had .killed
a house at 733
In
his
BarbareBos
ransacked
over
Senator
ter
some
with
at
grip
George
the
length
during January, 1909, and took papers Warren, chairman of the senate com Sebor Btreet, Chicago, last Saturday.
and documents they believed would mittee on military affairs. , Senator The letter showed that Pentarakts
be derogatory to Haskell's efforts to Warren said he had had several con thought hlB crime had been discoverlibel ..judgment ferences with the quartermaster gen- ed and he was being pursued by the
secure a $100,000
was eral of the army and he was convinc police of every city ia the country.
.Hearst- -. McReynolds
against
acting Jn the capacity of a detective ed the. movement of troops to the He also thought. It ia evident from
for Hearst and accumulating evidence Mexican border ,wbuld create very the letter that he and hia wife were
against Haskell to resist the tatter's little, if any, deficiency, in the army doomed to the electric chair, the
minute the body was found.
attempt to collect liheLappropriations..) i i! t:: - t;; .
Anglo-America-

Ml"

badly-damaged-

'
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DECISIONS OF THE

SUPREME COURT
SAFEGUARDED
OF TEXT IN INCOME
TAX CASE LESSON TO HIGH-ESTRIBUNAL

FILCHING

T

Washington, March 29. Next to
t,
Issues of currency by the federal
decisions of the United
States supreme court are guarded
with the greatest precaution suggested by experience and wisdom. While
other secrets, even those possessed
by women, become public, the conclusions of this great tribunal are seldom disseminated
except from the
bench. There has been but one notable exception to this rule during the
entire history of the supreme court-I1894 the decision on the income
tax case was obtained and published
In full. It was a correct and accurate copy of the. opinion. It was supposedly stolen where printed and sold
by some employer, who realized tH-value attached to it as a money producer.
From the time when oral arguments
end until an associate Justice reads
Ills opinion in a given cause a mantle
of profound secrecy
is
thrown
around the intervening stages. The
trend of the opinion Is framed up
when the court convenes in chambers after the arguments. The ninJustices then assemble alone always
on Saturdays in a room
where
eavesdropping is Impossible. Any hint
of what transpires must come from
a Justice present.
By a vote the conclusions of the
court on a specific question are indicated and some member of the
court Is designated to formulate and
This
render the majority opinion.
he will do at his residence with a
confidential secretary for dictation.
The opinion transcribed is carried
personally by the associate Justice to
the capltol and handed to James D.
Maher, deputy clerk of the court. This
and others turned In by the various
Justices, are deposited by Mr. Maher
In a locked Bteel-line- d
leather pouch
and taken by a trusted messenger
to the supreme court's private printing office. There are but two keys
to this pouch.
One Is In the possession of Mr. Maher and the other
at the printing office.
At the printing office a decision is
divided into small takes, each con
talnlng but three or four lines. This
Is done to prevent any compositor
from gaining any definite Idea as to
ttal purport or effect. Proofs are taken
by the confidential man in charge,
pouch and
p'aced in the steel-line- d
returned to the capitol.
After the opinion has been read
from the bench a Justice may some
times give out a copy of It. He will
s
then indicate Just precisely what
may be used verbatim and always requests that the remnants be
returned to him. Justice Harlan is a
notable example. He will designate
exactly the paragraphs to be taken
and Insists that the other features
be returned. Some of the Justices will
not give out a proof after delivery.
It is then only possible to obtain the
wording of the decision ten days ot
two weeks later, when It has been
-

revised and appears In final form.
Special arrangements must be made
o
with each individual Justice as
whether proofs of his decision msy
be secured.
The gist of an opinion of'.ea be
comes public in advance. ThU leakage always comes innocent'? through
the justices themselves- - It of
happens that two justices will walk along
the street or ride in a street car
busily discussing some case. Their
immediate neighbors frequently se
cure Information from this unguarded
conversation.
In a large majority of cases reaconclusive forecasts are
sonably
framed up by taking the arguments
before the court and following tho
lines of thought
Indicated by the
questions asked of counsel by the
various Justices. If five of the niun
justices propound queries along the
same lines it is a reasonable assumption that they will follow that viewpoint in reaching a decision. The
value of this guess is greatly enhanced if the name of the Justice
writing a specific opinion becomes
known. Then his questions and the
replies given by counsel become of
utmost importance and may indicate
clearly the outline of his opinion.
The allegation has never been made
that an attache or employe of the supreme court gives out any clue reTho
garding forthcoming decisions.
officers of the court have no means
The
of securing such Information.
law clerks merely procure the text
books requested by each justice. The
stenographers are invariably tried and
trusted men.
The only source of profitable leakage would be in the printing shop
where the decisions are put into
type. An opportunity might occasionally be presented there for the taking of a desired proof slip. It might
also be possible for an employe to
ascertain whether an opinion was
affirmative or negative. But since
a ' complete set of proofs In the income tax case decision was taken and
sold seventeen years ago greater pre
cautions have been exercised and
there has not been a repetition of the
performance-

-

The question of punishment for util
izing advance information, surreptitiously obtained, was much considered
by the supreme court In 1894. It was
then determined to drop the matter
and take measures to see that the of
fense could not be repeated.
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(BANDITS ARE
ON TRIAL
CASES OF J B. HUMPHREYS AND
FARR OCCUPYING
HENRY
RATON COUflT

Raton, Nl M, March 29. Yesterday
was a busy day in the district court
room. The grand and petit juries were

empanelled and began their work and
Judge Roberts called the criminal and
civil dockets. The case of the terri
tory against Charles Carter for the
murder of William Kelly was continued for the term and the case of
J. B. Humphreys and Henry Farr,
charged with the French express rob
bery was begun.
The murder with which Carter is
charged occurred about four years
ago in a saloon conducted by Carter
and Burns in Raton.
A quarrel took place between Can
ter and Kelly, a fight ensued and Carter shot Kelly, killing him almost instantly. Shortly after the occurrence,
a trial was had, but the Jury failed
to agree. Carter's plea was
Since' the first trial a number
of witnesses for the territory have
left Raton and taken up their residence In other parts of the country,
and it has been Impossible for the
district attorney to get the witnesses
to return to the jurisdiction of this
court. An order was made in the
case, upon recommendation of District
Attorney Remley, that; the cause be
stricken from the docket, witli leave
to reinstate, not later than the next
term of the court. This means that
if the case is not reinstated on tho
docket by the district attorney on or
before the fourth Monday in September, the case against Carter will
stand dismissed.
The same order was made in the
case of the territory vs. James P.
Wells, charged with larceny of cattle.
In the case of the Territory vs.
Elbert J. Harmon, charged with tne
murder of Tomas Salazar in the town
of Springer some two years ago, Dis
trict Attorney Remley asked that the
case be passed until the latter part
of the term, when he would announce
what disposition would be bad of the
case. Elbert G. Harmon Is now a
resident of Wagon Mound, Mora coun
ty, where he Is in the real estate busi
ness.
An indictment against John
charging him with assault with
a deadly weapon was dismissed by
the district attorney.
In the case of the Territory vs.
Edward Gregory, the court announced
that the prosecuting witness was now
a resident of Colorado and would hot
furtuer prosecute the case. The same
was thereupon dismissed.
Three Indictments against Newton
him with asL. Jackson, charging
sault and robbery, were dismissed on
motion of the district attorney, the
prosecuting witness having left the
territory.
Two indictments against Jose Gal-vacharged with horse stealing
were dismissed with leave to rein
state.
In the case of the Territory vs.
Juan Ysidro Lucero, charged with
Bar-nui-

TO
JOHN P. MAJORS BELIEVED
BE ONE OF MEN WHO STOLE
$50,000 IN BULLION

Clayton, N. M., March 29 A man
giving his name as John F. Majors,
believed to be none other than Wm
Urquehart, the noted criminal, and
one of the men who pilfered regis
tered mail sacks containing $50,000
in gold bullion while traveling on a
steamer from Nome, Alaska, to Seat
tie, Wash., several months ago, Is
under arrest here, having been taken
into custody by TJndersherlff Brophy.
The officers are quite positive thnt
Majors Is Urequehart, who is known
by many aliases, among them be
ing that of Bob Kolley, Bob Kennedy,
and the "Red Sweater Kid "
companions
Urquehart and his
stirred the country from Alaska to
London some months ago by the sensational theft of some $50,000 in
D SCRATCHED
gold bullion from the United Statos
mails on a Seattle bound steamer. He
was arrested in Calgary, Saskatche
wan, Canada, and taken to Vancnn
ver, B. C, where he broke Jailwbile
awaiting extradition to the United
Till It Got to be Second Nature-Suffe- ring States. It is said he was traced from
Denver to Clayton by means of InEndless and Without
structions left at the postoffice reRelief Cuticura Made Skin
garding the forwarding of mail.
as Clear as a Baby's.
Two of Urquehart's alleged pals
were captured in Salt Lake City,
"If I had known of the Cuticur
Remedies fifty years ago it would have
some time ago.
saved me two hundred dollars and an Utah,
immense amount of Buffering. My disease (psoriasis) commenced on my head
In a spot not larger than a cent. It
SPRINGER TO HOLD ELECTION
spread rapidly over my body and got
under my nails. The scales would drop
Springer, N. M., March 29. The
off of me all the time and my suffering
candidates for city offices
following
was endless and without relief. A thousand dollars would not tempt me to have have been nominated at a mass meetthis disease over again. 1 am a poor
voters for
man but feel rich to be free of what ing of the republican
dme of the doctors called leprosy, some Springer:
For mayor, C. F. Horten
ringworm, psoriasis, etc. I took i
for clerk, David Padilla; for
and
sarsaparillas over a year and stein;
half but got no cure. I cannot praise
trustees, Juan Martinez and Amador
the Cuticura Remedies too much. They
Is being
Much Interest
made my skin as clear and free from Montoya.
scales as a baby's. All I used of them
manifested in the election, which
was two cakes of Cuticura Soap, three
exboxes of Cuticura Ointment ana three takes place on April 4th, and It is
If you pected that a full vote will be polled.
Dottles of Cuticura Resolvent.
had been there and said you would have
cured me for two hundred dollars, you
would have had the money.
I was
covered with the scales but by using
WOLGAST V8. LA GRAVE
Cuticura I was soon as clear as any perSan Francisco, March 29. The
son ever was. This was over twenty-tw- o
years. ago and for a Jong time, through
fight between Ad Wolgast and
force of habit, I used to rub my hands-ovelegs to scratch, but Antone La Grave, which is to be pullmy arms and
to no purpose -- 1 was well. I had ed off here tomorrow night by the Mescratched, twenty-eigyears and it
got to be a kind of second nature to tropolitan A. C, Is attracting much
me. Dennis Downing, Waterbury, Tt.,
attention among the ring followers.
November 27, 1J09."
who
Cutlcurm la the most economical treatment
' The many admirers of La Grave,
Brctiui.9 ul the ikln and scalp. A cake of L'utkur
will be
Sop and s bo ot Cuilcura ointment are oliem is a local product, believe he
sufficient. Sold thronchout ibe world Potter luu
able to make a good showing against
A
Corp Bole Props, boston. MrMdird Ires,
Cuilcura book, n Authority oo the bklo.
the lightweight champion.
por-tlon-
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Quickly Cures Coughs,

larceny of a horse from Robert W.
Sam m on the cause waa dismissed.
The following criminal cases, were
dismissed, with leave to reinstate:
Territory vs. Juan Mestas, larceny
of horses.
Territory vs. Clarence Mamllton,
larceny of horses.
Territory vs. Tomas Quejas, as
sault with deadly weapon.
Territory vs. Apolonio Hidalgo, lar-cenry of horses.
Territory vs. Pedro Charette, ap
peal case.
Territory vs. Charles Stewart, for
gery.
Territory vs. T. C. Cline, obtaining
money by false pretenses.
Territory vs. John Martin, obtain
ing money by false pretenses.
Territory vs. Wm. Wright, alias
Jake Wright, larceny of horse.
Territory vs. P. J. Martinez, fail
ing to send children to school.
Territory vs. John O. Garrett, assault with Intent to murder. No ar

rest
territory

f

vs. Lee Turner, seduction,

dismissed.
Territory vs. Francisco Ortega, assault with intent to rape, dismissed.
Territory vs. W. B. Duncan, removing mortgaged property.
Territory vs. Georkew Fradudaker,
assault with intent to murder. Defendant left the country, cash appearance bond forfeited.
Territory vs. Herbert Powell, forgery. There were fourteen Indictments returned against Powell all for
forging checks. The officers have
been unable to apprehend Powell.
The fourteen Indictments against
H. Newton, alias Herbert Newton,
all charging forgery, were dismissed
by the district attorney with- leave
to reinstate.,
Immediately upon empaneling the
petit Jury for the term, Judge Roberts
Instructed the sheriff to bring in J. B.
Humphreys, alias "Arkansaw," as the
first case for trial would be that of
the Territory vs. J. B. Humphreys and
Henry Farr, indicted Jointly, for the
larceny of $35,000 from the Wells-Far- go Express company at French, N. M.
on the 14th of May, 1908. Humphreys was brought Into court by Sheriff Hlxenbaugh and Deputy O'Conner.
Notwithstanding his long confinement
Humphreys did not bear the prison
look. His step was quick and alert.
He took a seat near his counsel, Judge
E. V. Long of Las Vegas, and John
Morrow of Raton, and near Henry
Farr, the other defendant, and E. C.
Crampton, attorney for Farr. Clerk
Joerns read the Indictment to Humph
reys and Farr, and they both pleaded
not guilty.
, t
Messrs. Morrow and Long for de- fedants, immediately filed a motion
asking for a severance of the cases,
that is, that the two defendants be
tried separately.1 Judge Roberts after listening to argument of counsel
promptly overruled the motion.
The afternoon was consumed in
getting the Jury, and the presentation of testimony in the case commenced .today. A large number of
people are in the court room, interested spectators of the trial. Charles
A. Spless, of Las Vegas, as special
prosecutor" for the territory, employed by the Wells-Fargcompany,
District Attorney Remley,
and the defendants are represented
by Judge E. V. Long of Las Vegas,
and John Morrow and E. C. Crampton
of the local bar. Captain F. A. Dodge
special agent and superintendent of
the detective force for the Wells- Fargo company, 19 present and watch
ing the progress of the case.

An Unrivaled Exhibition of the New Dress Goods, Silks and
Wash Goods for Spring

There is hardly a civilized country in the world that is not represented in this magnificent assemblage ot the new Dress Fabrics for Spring.
America,' France, England, Germany, China, Japan! etc., have sent us the very best
products of their looms.
,

Every year brings forth a crop of new weaves, new designs and new color tones in
silks, dress goods and wash fabrics and the new weaves and shades for this season are the
most exquisite ever brought out.
Some have been rejected by Dame Fashion, many she has approved. Of the later you
'
find here the greatest assortments ever seen in Las Vegas.
In addition to the many novelties brought out for the first time this season our stock of
staple and always popular dress fabrics is second to none.
We have been very careful in assembling this stock to make sure that the quality of
every fabric came up to the high standard demanded by our patrons.
And, as a final thought, remember that quality for quality our prices are the lowest

will

in the city.

Anyway, comejand see this display whether you intend to purchase or not.

-
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A Cold, La Grippe,

trier pneumonia
Is too often the fatal sequence. Fol
ey's Honey and Tar expel the cold,
checks the la grippe, and prevents
If you, dear reader, could spend an penumonia. It Is a prompt and reli
able cough medicine that contains no
hour looking over a few of the thou narcotics.
It is as safe for your chilsands of testimonials that we have on dren as yourself. O. G. Schaefer and
on
suffering Red Cross Drug Co.
file, you would not go
from catarrh, that disgusting disease
that will surely sap your vitality and
weaken your entire system if allowed
s
to continue.
You would have Just aa much faith
WITH
in HYOMEI as we have, and we have
so much confidence In 1U wonderful
curative virtue that it Is sold the
country over under a positive guaran
tee to cure catarrh, croup, sore throat,
coughs and colds or money back.
No stomach dosing when you
breathe HYOMEI. Just pour a few
drops of the liquid into the inhaler and

Colds and Catarrh

The Looms of the World Contributed Their Best to This
Display of Dress Fabrics

The New Spring Styles in

Ready-to-We-

Garments

ar

Are in a most comprehensive display at this store.
word in regard to style.
Come you will find it a most fascinating showing.

Every garment is Fashion's Last

' ESTABL hSHED
INTEREST IN BOAT RACE
London, March 29. Thousands of
spectators,, including a liberal representation of the betting fraternity,
lined the banks of the Thames today
to witness the Oxford and Cambridge
crews in their final practice for the
big annual boat race. The race will
be rowed Saturday over the usual
course from Putney to Mortlake and
the general opinion is that it will be
a much closer and more Interesting
contest than that of last year.
If You

are

a Trifle Sensitive

About the size of your shoes, it's some
satisfaction to know that many people can wear shoes a size smaller by
the antishaking Allen's Foot-Easseptic powder into them. Just the thing
for dancing parties, patent leather
shoes, and for breaking in new shoes.
When rubbers or overshoes become
necessary and your shoes pinch, Allen's Foot-Eas- e
gives instant relief.
Sold everywhere, 25c. Sample FREE.
Address, Allen S. Olmsted, Le Roy,
N. Y. Don't accept any substitute.
e,

For the

--
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Special Trade

Brandies Whis keys Wines
3

Star Hennessy
'

'

G. H. Mumms AJCo.

Brandy
Peach Brandy

17

Santerners'

of Bourbon and

Apple Brandy "

Virginia Dare

Claret

Rye, so we have

Apricot Brandy
5

Pommery
Great Weste

Different Brands

Stars

Deidesheimer
Laubenbeimer

your brand.

Niersteiner
Imrsteiner
Imported Port and Sherry also White Port Wine.

California Brandy

P IE IR A

O. T, FARLEY,

IB

A

'

1

Prop.

geey mm

for backache, rheumatism, kidney or bladder trouble, and urinary irregularities.
Foley Kidney Pills purify the blood, restore lost vitality and vigor. Refuse aubstitutei.
FOR SALE BY O. G. SCHAEFER AND RED CR088 DRUG CO.

SELECTIVE TRANSMISSION

breathe it In.
It is mighty pleasant to use;

Flanders "20"
FORF.-DOO-

nn
lrir
J Wl

MODEL

R

"

it

nostrils in
opens up those stuffed-u- p
two minutes, and makes your head
feel as clear as a hell In a short time
Breathe HYOMEI and kill the
germs. It's the only way to cuto
catarrh. It's the only way to get rid
or that constant hawking, snuffing
i
and spitting,
A complete HYOMEI outfit, whicn
includes a bottle of HYOMEI and a
bftrd rubber pocket Inhaler, costs $1.00
at druggists everywhere or at E. O.
Murphey's. If you already own a Hyo- mel Inhaler you can get an extra bottle of HYOMEI for 60 cents.
ca-tai-

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY, Agents, Las Vegas. N. M,
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Potatoes

Per fitam area

FOR CASH ONLY
'Phones, Main
' ' and 145

ROBBERS PLACED

FIERY BRANDS
TO HIS FEET
EPIFANIO

A WEALTHY
VIGIL,
RANCHMAN, VICTIM OF

Santa Fe. N. , March 29. In the
district court here today was begun
the trial of the case of the Territory
M--

vs. Toroteo Torres, Lazara Cordova,
A. D. Shartzer, Doughty A. Tucker,'
Franclcsco Perea and J. C. Cravens.
These six men are charged with the
o
robbery on January 13, 1910, of
of
a
ranchman
Vigil,
wealthy
Progreso,' Torrance count y.
The robbery of Vigil was one of
the most sensational in the criminal
annals of New Mexico. In telling of
the occurrence Vigil today said:
"Somehow or other the report got
around that I had sold a lot of sheen
and had an Immense sum of money in
the house. All the money I had In
the house was f 140. 'About 7 o'clock
on the night of January 13, 1910, sis
masked men broke Into my house and
held up all of us at the point of revolversIn fact, when my wife interfered. Imploring that no one shoot
blazed away
. me, one of the bandits
and wounded her. Each one of us wa3
bound fast, hands behind the back,
and commanded to tell where our
'mucho dinero' was.
"I told them that there was no
large sum of money In the house, but
pointed out the trunk where all wo
had was. They opened it and got
$140, also a gold watch. But they
were not satisfied. They kept saying
'mucho dinero' and declared that they
would find It. They put a pistol to
my forehead and made many threats.
But I told them that was all the
and
monev we had in the house
begged them not to kill us.
the lamp
"The bandits carried
.

A Doctor

around the house and ransacked the
place to try to find the hidden treasure. Not finding it they grew desperate with rage and taking off my
right shoe, they removed the stocking
and put pieces of paper between my
toes; these slips of paper were saturated with kerosene and they 'It
them, telling me they were going tj
burn me alive."
Vigil said that he did not like the
e
and kicked vigorously
of tho
when he felt the warmth
flame. Then one of the bandits drew
his revolver and placed the muzzle
at his knee threatening to shatter the
bone if I moved my foot again. But
the tapers between his toes went out
and his flesh was only singed.
lay
Vigil's wife and daughter
trembling nearby, their hands- tied
behind their backs and were suffering great anguish fearing that the
husband and father was to be roasted
Nero-ftre-cur-

TORTURE

Epi-fani-

JOHN
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-

alive,- -

The bandits finally grew weary and
about 8 o'clock left the house at suddenly as they had entered it.
Following their footprints arrests
were made and the case came up in
Torrance county on a change of venue and now the case is being heard
by Judge John R. McFie.
Assisting District Attorney E. C.
Abbott in the prosecution is Attorney
E. P. Davies. Co'onel George W.
Prlchard represents the defendants.
TO IMPROVE

RURAL

SCHOOLS

Louisville1Ky., March 29. If plans
Rural
discussed at the Kentucky
are
School Conference here today
carried out the Blue Grass state will
soon be able to boast of the best sys
tem of rural school education to be
found anywhere in the country. The
movement, which was launched some
thing over a year ago, alms at a consolidation and complete reorganization of the rural schools that will
bring them up to the same standard
as the best city schools. The plan
calls for the enactment of a state
law giving to each county the right
to issue bonds not to exceed $500,000
to establish the system of consolidated rural schools.

GOSSIP of SPORT

IS ON ROLLER

SKES

National Avenue,
Near the Bridge

1212

a

ALL WASHINGTON

BASEBALL

t

NOTES
4

LAS VEGAS

that would like to sign the Boston
star.
The Saginaw team of the South
Michigan league will be almost an
nine, if the six Boston
youngsters that Manager Kittrede
has signed make good.
No Sunday baseball this year fo
either New York or Massachusetts.
What's the odds, so long as you can
take a Sunday trip to the country
c'ub in your automobile?
President Tearney of the Three-league' and Owner Kinsella of the
Springfield ciub seem to be In bad
Under a promise made by Tearney
and Kinsella, that it would be given a
franchise in the Three-- I circuit, the
Quincy club purchased its release
from the Central association, and no
the above named gentlemen are un
ble to make good.
n

SET ESTABLISHES FASHION
AND OTHER CLIQUES FOL.
LOW SUIT

NAVY

Washington, March 29. Sines cotillions, dances and other big affairs
have been interdicts 1 by the Lenten
seebon, Washington hits betaken it
self to roller Bkatlng with such vim
and enthusiasm tba: the r.ia promises
to survive the arrival of .Uaster and
to be the favored amusement during
the "little season" which follows:
For several seasons past tie good
old sport has shown symptoms of te
coming a craze. Washington society,
therefore,' which already possesses
some admirable skaters, is deve'oping
many more.
"Skating matlness," a mania with
the army and navy set, are also be'
lng adopted by other cliques. The
navy folk set the fashion when the
large gun loft at the navy yard was
"rigged up" as a skating rink. They
assess the members of the skating
matinee group a small amount, which
goes into the cotters of the Navy Re
lief Society.
Of a Monday afternoon
society,
young and old, congregates between
3 and 6 o'clock. Such smart hostesses
as Mrs. Meyer, wife of the secretary
Mrs. Beekman Win
of the navy;
assistant secretary:
of
wife
the
throp,
Mrs. Frank Beatty and Mrs. Richard
Wainwrtght give tone to the affairs
by receiving the guests and serving
the light 'refreshments to the skaters. There is always much music
too from some of the several military bands around Washington.
The most agile of official skaters
is the secretary of the navy, George
von L. Meyer. True to his Boston

Writes:

" We use Postum continuously in the family and
I believe your campaign against the 1 coffee habit' has

saved more lives than all Uncle Sam's

life-savi-

ng

stations combined,
Respectfully,

That's the answer and

a Reason1'

.Postum Cereal Co., Ltd., Battle Creek, Mich., U. S. A.

Manager Fred Clarke has a lively
lot of youngsters working out with
the Pirates".
It is said that Milau is the only
outfielder sure of his job 'wftn the
Washington team.
Because Cincinnati and Boston refused to waive Steinfeldt, the Cubs
will keep the third baseman.
"Pug" Bennett, the' former St.
Louis player, has signed with thj
Vancouver Northwestern league club.
Scout Fred Lake of the Browns
says that Bobby Wallace's team looks
a hundred per cent stronger than
last year.
The Athletics and the Quakers will
play a series of ten games to decide
the championship of Philadelphia.
The scribes traveling with the Ath
letics have a ball nine, 1. e., they call
it a ball nine, but it's a piece of
cheese.
Lord, McConnell, Dougherty and
Mclntyre of the White Sox are all
stinging the ball for fair in the prac,
tice games,
Pitcher Abies, six feet three inches
tall, and Catcher
Williams,
stands six feet one Inch;' form a battery for the New York Americans.
The Cincinnati Reds have scheduled exhibition games with the New
York, Detroit and Cleveland teams
of the American league.
Catcher "Peaches" Graham is hold
There is
ing out for more money.
more than one Ntional League club
birth the secretary is an adept on
'
ice
wheels, although he prefers
not
as
is
ice skating
skates. So long
to be had, Mr. Meyer is willing to y
himself on roller skates. During
his service - as ambassador to Russia, Mr. Meyer was considered, even
by the proficient subjects of the czar,
as one of the finest skaters in St.
Petersburg, and he has never allowlft
his interest in the sport to flag.
The Imperturbable good humor with
which Captain "Archie" Butt, the
president's military aide took .the
numerous tumbles which fell to hip
lot when learning to skate added not
a little to that ocer's popularity with
the lovers of skating. Undismayed by
numerous upsets, Captain Butt good
naturedly gathered himself together
and with a look of great determination upon his countenance applied
himself with military precision to the
d
conquest of the frisky rollers
but game. He "won out," too,
and is now considered a fine skater.
The palm for proficiency should,
however, be awarded to agile Monsieur Henri Martin of the Swiss le
gation. From earliest childhood M
has been accustomed to
Martin
with graceful
ice
skimming the
strokes and he is no less proficient
with the roller skates. , M. Martin is
the generous instructor of half ot
society and has taught more pretty
girls to overcome their timidity ou
skates than any other man in Washington- He likes the post, too. M.
Martin is one of the prime promoters
of the coming craze.
Attractive in skating togs are the
Misses Meyer, the daughters of the
secretary of the navy, who share's
their father's interest in the sport.
Miss Alys Meyer has some of the
most fetching and picturesque skating
suits to be seen at these fashionable
reunions.. Miss Julia Meyer is no less
graceful and daring than is her
sister.
Dashing Viscountess d'Azy, one ot
the most intrepid spirits In society,
has the true Frenchwoman's love of
doing all things well and 'consequent
en-Jo-

red-face-

M. D."

Like all our printed testimonials this is genuine.
Would like to prove it?
Write us and the name and address will be sent.'
Why saved lives?
Many and many a man or woman finds the life sands running low, and daily troubles show that food is not keeping the body
up to active, healthful vigor, and wonder why?
Some hidden thing retards digestion and the body does not
receive its needed nourishment.
To such we earnestly suggest leaving off the coffee entirely,
even the famous "only one cup in the morning." Replace it with
good, hot Postum made as per directions on pkg. and carefully
observe day by day the return of health and strength.

"There's

A. P A PEN
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WITH THE F.GHTERS

THIS

VICINITY has a climate of unsurpassed, aealthtul- ness without extremes of heat or cold, having nearly 800
days of sunshine in the year.
The water supply Is abundant and pure, furnished by mountain streams or from wells ot no great depth.
The annual rainfall amounts to nearly nineteen lnchei, average, occurring principally in July and August.
The soil is highly fertile and easy ot working, being generally sandy loam especially retentive of moisture.
Lands here are lower In price than we know ot anywhere else
wnere conditions are equally good.
Crops are principally alfalfa, oats, wheat,, potatoes, corn and
forage. Sugar beets promise to be profitable.
"Dry Farming," practiced scientifically, t proving to be successful here, a large area being under cultivation.
An irrigation system to cover many thousand acres surrounding the city Is now being constructed.
Mining developments In the adjacent mountains are showing up very promising values. Building stone of superior quality li
quarried nearby.
The Pecos National Forest, w hlch is near, affords excellent
grazing for large numbers of ctttle and horses at a nominal cost
Stock raising is a profitable business.
A great natural pleasure ground abounds in this National
Forest, with Its grand scenery, its trout streams and big game.
Beautiful mountain resorts wl thin easy access of the city are
open all the year tor health or pi ensure seekers.

Gus Bezenah and Kid Barrish, the
Boston featherweight, will clash in
Cincinnati, April 3.
ERSTWHILE
Manager Jim Clark is going to
bring Johnny Curran the bantam
champion of Ireland, to Boston.
BREAKER CAUGHT
Johnny Conlon can have a match
with Jimmy Walsh, if he will consent
to allow Walsh to weigh in at 118 WILLIAM
STEVENS FOUND ON
pounds.
NEAR
RANCH.
ALBUQUERQUE
Ad Wolgast's next big battle will
BY
OFFICER
be his bout with Packey McFarland,
which is scheduled to take place in
New York next month.
Albuquerque, N. M-- , March 29. En
cased In a woman's gingham apron
and happily warbling "Down on the
ly has perfected herself as a skater.
Farm," while the dasher of a churn
Like the secretary of the navy,
which he was operating
merrily
the Countess Moltke, wife of the
an accompaniment, William
splashed
minister from Denmark, is a BostonStevens, believed by the police to have
ian, and as Miss Cornelia Van Rens wielded the saw which liberated ten
selaer Thayer was considered one of
breakers from the Old Albuquerthe best skaters of that city. When jail
Jail last week, was found by
que
she went to Copenhagen the Boston
Dick
Lewis, a deputy sheriff, at a
belle was fully able to hold her own
ranch house several miles up the val
with her husband's countrymen.
Tiring of Jail life, and
Then there is Mrs. "Jack" BIddle, ley yesterday.
the bizarre existence of the metropo
who has no superior even among the
lis of New Mexico, .William had folyoung diplomatic matrons from the lowed the
popular trend and gone
countries of skis and skates.
back to the soil.
The youngsters of society are even
But while his Joy was unoonflned
some of the
planning to interest
that state did not last for William.
grave elders who have before dis- Lewis
placed him again in the Jail
dained such sports. One debutante has
at Old Albuquerque, where today, he
openly 'declared that she will never sat in a steel cage and talked interbe content until she has gone at
of the escape to Sheriff Roleast once around the rink with estingly
mero and his deputies, who secured
"Uncle Joe" Cannon as a partner.
will
Information which
valuable
"Uncle Joe" is not the only, statesdoubtless lead to the arrest of Dennis
man who has been marked as a posand James Grimes,
sible victim ot the skating craz9. Hart
United States prisoners who are
and
Others who have long since given up
badly wanted. Others who escaped
iports will he induced to take them and
who have not been
pu again if persuasion can avail.
will also be found, In the opinion of
Until warm weather comes, abouc the officers.
May 1, skating will be the pet diversion of society here- WOMAN 8UFFRAGISTS

JAIL

ON TRIAL FOR MURDER
Anderson, Inn., March 29. The case
of James Walker, who, several weeks
ago, shot and killed Chief of Police

Ellis and Patrolman Kirkman, came
Walker, who was
a glass worker employed in Alexan
dria, Is alleged to have engaged in
the holdup of a storekeeper on the
day of the double tragedy. He was
detected in the act by Patrolman Kirk
man, it is alleged and the killing of
the latter followed. Several hours
later while resisting arrest. Walker
shot Chief of Police Ellis, who died
two days afterwards. Rufus Warren,
a young friend, of Walker, is to be
tried as an accomplice In the robbery
and an aocessory to the murder. Walk-er has already pleaded guilty to the
indictment of robbery, but will stand
trial on the' charge of murder.
up for trial today.

Indianapolis Ind., March 29. Woman suffrage advocates were gathered
here in force from all over the state
today at the opening of the annual
convention of the Indiana Woman
Association. Mrs. Anna
Suffrage
Dunn Noland, of Logansport, called
the convention to order. The sessions
will conclude tomorrow.

I
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BOER COLONY FOR
SAN MIGUEL CO.
GENERAL B. J. VIUOEN CL08ES
CONTRACT WITH J. D.
HAND

Santa
Thirty-fiv- e

Fe,

N.

M.,

March

29.

or forty Boer farmers who

settled some years ago in Mexico and
who want to escape from the unsettled and troublous conditions in that
country, will bring their families with
them to New Mexico and found a
colony at Los Alamos, near Las Vegas, in San Miguel county. It Is expected the majority of these immigrants will be permanently located
there in a month or six weeks.
The news of this move became
'
public following a conference ' held
here Sunday between General B. J.
n
Viljoen of La Mesa, the
Boer warrior, and New Mexico empire builder, and J. D. Hand of Los
interested in
Alamos, extensively
lands in San Miguel county. Satisfactory arrangement, as to land have
been made and it is understood tbt
colonists will begin their migration
as soon as possible. Many of them,
it is said, are old compatriots of
General Viljoen, and it goes without
saying that they are all thrifty citizens, of the kind that New Mexico
needs.
General Viljoen says that conditions
in the Mesilla valley country were
never better and that the farming
prospects for the present year are
all that could be desired. Mr. Vllpoen
returned south yesterday and Mr.
Hand returned to Las Vegas.
well-know-

-

John W. Sickelsmith, - Greensboro,
Pa., has three children, and like most
children hey frequently take cold.
"We have tried several kinds of cough
medicine," he says, "but have never
found any yet that did them as much
good as 'Chamberlain's Cough Remedy." For sale by all druggiBts.

There Is Only One .

"Bromo Quinine 99
That
is

ILoizzitivQ ESfgtmmQ Qiiinisto
III
'
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FOU A CLUANEK CITY
Every citizen of Las Vegas ought
to, and probably does have, civic
pride, but It should be of the character
that will make him take an interest
In putting his premises in a clean and
sanitary condition. In several cities
ol New Mexico a movement has been
launched having as its object the
cleaning up of streets and alleys, as
well as putting the homes in a clean
lier condition. Such innovations tend
to promote healthier conditions, not
to consider the beautifying and satisfactory results sure to follow such
effort. Here In Las Vegas the field
Is undeniably ripe for energetic effort, of this kind. A little work by
property owners would greatly change
the general appearance of the city,
besides making conditions more sanitary.
By concentrating

the attention

of

panion of the person who walks- - A
network of sun and shadow or amaze
of muddy pools lies before his feet.
The impact of kindly breezes gladdens him, while the bend in the road
entices on and fills him with peaceful
j?
conjecture.
A pleasant companion at one's aide
Is enjoyed by most persons, although
others prefer to walk alone. Among
writers who have lifted their voices
against the presence of any one with
them while on their walks are Haz-lit- t
and Stevenson, who declare that
the full flavor of a walking tour i
best gained by solitude.
'Dickens, on the other hand, liked
to have with him some Interesting
person. He was a great walker, too,
was Dickens, and he summed up his
philosophy on the subject as follows: "Walk and be happy; walk
and be healthy. The best way to
lengthen out our days is to walk
steadily with a purpose. The wand
ering man knows of certain ancients,
far gone In years, who staved off Infirmities and dissolution by earnest
walking his fellows, close upon 90,
but brisk as boys."
Most men of Imagination, however.
It Is highly probable, prefer to walk
alone, for they are never less alone
than when only with themselves.
and
Their own teeming thoughts
pleasing fancies are company enough
and their day dreams the bravest
comrades.
Walking Is the most healthful and
inexpensive of exercises and in the
vicinity of Las Vegas it offers a
glimpse of beautiful scenery. In one
respect, however, adequate provision
for the pedestrian has not been made
anywhere in America.
Throughout the Union there is legislation enacted or urged to be enacted in the interest of good roads.
In New Mexico large sums are being
spent In Improving the highways- But
nowhere are the rights of the man
who walks properly recognized. There
is not a pretense of a public footpath
outside of the city parks, In all the
length and breadth of this great land.
The man or woman who journeys
afoot must needs take the highroad
with its dust and Its perils of accident. Yet the dditional expense of a
mere pathway, turf guarded and protected, would be proportionately insignificant.- In Europe the pathways
exist in England, apparently, before
the days of Shakespeare.
-

o
every citizen on a special day for
show
would
the
city
cleaning tip
COUKTESY TO BE REVIVED
wonderful results. This work could
. be followed
Courtesy in business is an import
tip occasionally and would
make of this city one of the most ant factor, according to the passenger
department of the Atchison, Topeka
bcaiit'iful la the territory.
& Santa Fe Railway company, which
One clean-u- p
day, or several of has
just issued instructions to its emthem, will not make a sanitary city. ployes to make a special effort in this
day direction. It Is not assumed that the
Every day should be a clean-u- p
if Las Vegas is to maintain the rep- employes of this particular railroad
are any more remiss in politeness than
utation it should along these lines.
those of other transportation compan-lts- ,
Disease infests germ-lade- n
alleys
but It unquestionably is a fact
and streets, and La3 Vegas certainly
clerks
almost all passenger
that
does not care to be placed In this should
this advice. Those
profit
by
cleanIs
need of
class of cities. There
who have traveled extenslvelyin this
ing up and beautifying the city if it Is country have learned by experience
to be made attractive to the tourist, that
civility in dealing with the public
and those who come here seeking lo- is
more in evidence In
considerably
cations. Nothing detracts so much
West than in the East. In New
the
from a city as dirty and unsightly York
City, for instance, there is
streets, allegs and home places.
complaint that the ticket office clerks
- Let "clean up" be the slogan In Las
are inattentive, sarcastic and irritVegas.
able that they seem to look upon a
The Optio might distress to refer ticket
buyer as a pest and a natural
to another matter, while possibly not
To some extent this attitud9
enemy.
as Imperative touching the health and
in the West, but in less desanitation of the city, it is at least prevails
gree.
timely, and If put Into vogue, would
It Is strange that any man, and
greatly beautify Las Vegas streets especially a young man entering a
and homes. Inaugurate a general
business career, should not recognize
flower-plantinperiod in which every common
courtesy as one of the most
citizen, man, woman and child can valuable of
personal assets. Surely
lend a helping hand. Flowers could
if there is any one thing that will
be planted along vacant lots where
attract favorable opinion it is plain
now repose tin cans and other refuse.
But many persons have a
courtesy.
e
movement
which
This is a
idea as to what constitutes
wrong
other municipalities have adopted as courtesy- They imagine that because
a permanent feature, and the innova- a
stranger
occasionally asks an abtion has proved valuable wherever surd or
unintelligible
question that
undertaken. A certain day is usually he
is lacking in intellectual capacity-of
latter
set, generally the
part April.
railroad ticket clerk often forgets
In order to successfully carry out
that his business is complex and conextend
the idea, a previous campaign
fusing to the average citizen and that
ing over several weeks is conducted. it is necessary to exercise patience
Las Vegas has every advantage for
and go to much pains at times in orbeing a city beautiful. It has many der to convey desired Information.
beautiful .homes, pretty, lawns, attrac
The American people have tbem-selve- s
tive public parks and shaded avenues.
to blame for the decline ot
Why not increase this attractiveness?
in this country. Politeness
It can easily be done and at a nomi- courtesy
as a necessary part 'of every person's
nal expense if citizens act harmonIndividual equipment is much negiously and with feelings of civic lected In the common schools. There
pride.
is little real attempt to teach boys
"
0
how to behave. There
and girls
JKLIGUTS OP WALKING should be a revival of courtesy not
only in railroad offices, but everyThe unbosoming-- ' by '; fair handed where else. If the school authorities
spring of every grace, ' the hills and would do the best possible thing for
valleys of the country once more lure the coming generation they would
make personal deportment a matter
with their charms. '
And nothing that the country offers of serious interest. It Is a curious
to the dweller in the city is of grea- commentary upon American life that
ter potential pleasure than the delights a railroad company finds it necessary
of treading afoot its paths and by- to require Its agents to be courteous
ways. It ls wonderful how walking to the public from whom they are
through the country on a fine day soliciting business. But that same
lightens the heart. It is a famous necessity exists In practically all de
partments of our social and business
rostrum, worth an ocean of physic.
Nature In all ..moods is
f1
g

city-wid-

'

.
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THE DANGEROUS FlItE-- 1'

CKACICER

THE WORLD'S SHIPBUILDIN- G-

It is not too early, la it, to begin
talking about a eane and safe Fourth
'of: JulyT It is, a subject that might

well be under consideration tnrougn- out the entire year. (
The small ) firecrackers snouia go
the way of ' their big brothers. This
Is stated as a fact and at the risk of
the youthful Americans
offending
who find so much joy and also si
much injury in them. It Is but a
question of time when they will have
to go.
It is the small and insignificant-appearin- g
firecrackers that cause the
majority of the fires and the severe
nervous tension upon the fire department during that period when they
are allowed. The small firecrackers
have thousands upon thousands of
Injuries to their credit, many of which
'
.
have caused death.
notorend
The little firecracker does
its victims as does the giant firecracker, containing dynamite and other
high explosives, but it inflicts slight
injuries that result in blood poisoning or lockjaw. In the end it entails
more suffering and almost as many
fatalities.
Many of the large factories In
which fireworks were made are going out of business, and it Is just as
well that they should do so. They
were built up on an industry that
was senseless and that cost too many
lives each year.
o.

-

"

White Tuxedos for wear with white
suede pumps, trousers with velvet
cuffs, Norfolk jackets with bellown
coats for
pockets and accordin-plaiteaviation, motoring, golfing and other
outing or lounging uses are among
the sartorial novelties devised by the
custom cutters for. the adornment of
man this summer. If, the "summer
boy" is not a thing of beauty It will
not be the tailor's fault.
Men generally dress with more regard to fashion than was the casa a
generation ago. Yet manmllllnery
makes little progress. What favor it
finds Is among youths and mostly
o
in the matter of outing clothes
which sports and the influence of .'ne
tailor have given a variegation. Even
in this form of attire there is an
avoidance of extremes. Where are the
red golf jackets of yesteryear? Athletic, sports, while they have been responsible for the introduction of spec
iai costumes,' do not conduce to
It is the youth in the soiled sweater and khaki trousers who
'
sets the style.
;
With respect to masculine dress for
formal occasions it shows a conservatism which all the tailors in convention assembled cannot radically alter. The more evening clothes aro
changed by sartorial decree the more
they remain the same, with only
differences to
enough immaterial
prove the impotence of the tailor to
model them on any but the conven
tlonal lines. More latitude is permit
ted In everyday clothes, but even here
the best the tailor can do for the
general run of men is to add or sub
or lengthen or
tract a breast-pockcurtail a coat-tal- l.
Men have latterly allowed their hat'
ters to take liberties with their headgear, but their tailors they hold in
strict restraint. Only the ladies' tailor
has free scope for his inventive
genius.
d

'.

New York, March 29. During 1910.
the United States built more ships
than any country in the world ex
cept Great Britain. The tonnage ot
new vessels, which includes those on
Inland waters, was 331,318 tons. It is
Interesting to note that Germany
built less than half this tonnage, or
159,000 tons;
France, 80,000 tons;
Holland, 70,000 tons; Japan, 30,000
tons. The total output of the world
during the year, exclusive of war
ships, was 1,957,853 tons, an Increase
of nearly one million tons over tho
previous year. Sailing vessels appear
to be rapidly passing, since but 100,-00tons ot this enormous total comprise sailing vessels. Practically tho
entire tonnage launched has been ot
steel. The British tonnage afloat today Is about 20,000,000 tons, and that
of the United States about 8,000,000.
Germany ranks third in the list with
about 4,500,000 tons. The output of
war vessels has been slightly below
that of the previous year, although
nearly one hundred warships were
completed. It is interesting to note
that while the American flag is seldom in evidence on the high seas,
the enormous volume of shipping
among the coast and Inland waters
serves to place America In the sec
ond place among the nations.
0
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Needed

Vases

Pitchers

Chocolate Sets

Plates

Bowls

Trays

'"--

Vi

r

'"Tea Seti

-

Etc.

.

At TAUPERT'S

KEPORTS

TODAY'S COMPLETE MARKET

$5.406.75; southern steers

AND STOCKS
New York, March 29. Call money,
2
2 2
per cent' Prime mercan2
tile paper,
per cent. Mexican
Sugar
dollars 45. Amalgamated 63
119. Atchison 110. Great Northern,
New York Central,
pfd. 127
106
Northern Pacific 124.
Southern Pacific 117
Reading 154
Steel 78
Union Pacific 177.
'
;
pfd. 119 12.

gnOEY
1--

44

1--

bulls $45.25; calves $4(&7; western
steers $a6.25; western cows $3.25

1-- 2.

,

5.25.

ex-dl-

1--

$4.80

5.90; southern cows and heifers $3.25
5.25; native cows and heifers $3.40
6.25; stockers and feeders $5 6;

Hogs 15,000, market steady to
Bulk $6.556.80; heavy $6.55
6.65; packers and butchers $6.60
6.80; light $6.756.85.
Sheep 7,000, market strong. Muttons $45.25; lambs $5.506.40; fed
riETAL
$4.25
5.85;
New York, March 29 Lead market wethers and yearlings
western
ewes
fed
$45.10.
steady 445(g 450; Standard copper
dull. Spot and May 11.7011.85.
Silver 52
CHICAGO LIVESTOCK
'
Chicago, March 29. Cattle 19,000,
market weak to ten lower. Beeves
WOOL
St. Louis, March 29. Wool, market $5.256.90; Texas steers $4.505.75;
westen steers $4.755.85; stockers
unchanged. Territory and western
and feeders $45.80; cows and hei16
mediums 1922; fine mediums
fers $2.756; calves $56.75.
18; fine 1213.
Hogs 30,000, market slow, barely
steady. Light $6.857.20! mlxel $6.55
GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
7.05; heavy $6.306.85; rough $6.30
Chicago, March 29. Wheat, May,
6.50; good to choce heavy $6.50
86
Cun, 6.85; pigs $6.607.20'; bulk $6.60
July 86
Oats, 6.85.
May 47
July 49
Pork, May,
May, 30
July, 30
Sheep 22,000, market ten to fifteen
115.22
July $15.0515.07
lower. Native $35.30; western $3.25
Lard, May $8.37
July S8.35. Ribs
5.25; yearlings $4.505.60; lambs,
12.
$3.32
$8.70;
May
July,
native $56.35; Western $5.156.45.
3--

weak".

1--

5--

lhg the man who told you that as j. of returning, but never reached the
malignant falsifier. I referred to yoj point of carrying out his Intentions.
as a little crook." Chicago Tribune.
Just before his death he made the
request that he be burled by the
"That man you just met is a com- side of his parents in Scotland. HI3
parative stranger to you," said the brother, John McLaren of Fulton, left
impertinent amateur detective.
immediately for St. Louis to arrange
"He is. But how did you know to take the body to Scotland. John
it "
KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK)
McLaren and his sister, Miss Isabella
Tony Faust draught beer Is on tap
"When you offered him one of youv
29. Cattle
March
Kansas
at
the Opera Bar, and Is one of the
remem
City,
are
also
Scotland,
McLarejLof
cigars he took it without protest and bered In the will with large trust 8,000, including 400 southerns; mar- finest draught beers served over any
proceeded to smoke it without a sigh funds.
ket steady to weak. Native steers bar in the city.
of suspilcon." Washington Star.
1--

1--

1--

1--

!
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Sapleigh Would . .you er edvise
j
me to er
girl or
a sensible girl..
Hammersley I'm fraid you'll never
be able to marry either, old manSapleigh Why not?
Hammersley Well, a beautiful girl
could do better and a sensible glH
would know better.

A GREAT SHOWING

imrry-ajbpautffu-

Suits and Dresses
i

$3.50 tO $20.00
We Save You Money
of

mer bore It In silence.
the
crushed
Then he suddenly
NEVER FORGOT EARLY LOVE
statesmen by singing out in stentorian
. Fulton,
Mo., March 29. Miss Elizatones to the waiter,' "Will the gentle- beth Glenn of Denny, Scotland, au
man from Ethiopia please pass the old sweetheart of Alexander McLaren,
butter?" Louisville Courier-Journaand Miss Maggie O'Connor of St.
a
Louis, a nurse who had nursed him
Assemblyman Nelson L. Drummond through illnesses in the last eight
of Cayuga was talking
in Albany years, were remembered in the will
about his system of weekly reports of McLaren, which was filed in the
to his constituents.
probate court here today, with a
"In these reports," he said, "I tetl trust fund of $10,000 each. The will
my constituents what legislation Is has not been probated and its entire
not known J. E.
going on and what part In It I myself contents ' are
am taking. I think such reports are Maughs and Frank Russell, Fulton
necessary when a man is in politics. bankers, were designated as trustees
The average citizen, you know, Is in-- , ot the estate.
cllned to look on politlcans wth the
McLaren, who never married, died
In the St. Anthony hospital at St.
cynical eye of little Johnny lones.
LouIb Saturday and left an estate
He was born
"I have "been told, sir,' tyat fyou valued at
$100,000.
referred to me in a speech the other In Scotland and came to this country
forty yearsgpVeaYtug, It1giGlenn
day as a 'little crooked. " ,'
He often, Jalkud
. "I have.np.leeltatlon,
Bir, in brand- - In his native,u- home.
,
coviuCj i.
if W
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Every woman's thoughts are turning just now to
dresses and suits for Spring. A particular lovely host
have entered and are in their places to greet you today.
We are displaying a great line of Silk Foulard, Lawn
and Wash Gingham dresses from

1

$2. 5o

to $37.50

"Chick" Ready to
Wear Apparel

Age-Heral-

n

Pattern Hats trimmed in

Fashions Best Hat Center from

"Was that ovation extended by pet-pl- e
for whom the political leader has
done favors?"
"To a certain extent, uluiough mcst
of the enthusiasm was worked up by
people who hope he is going to do
something for th9m " Washington
Star.

lnstead.".--Washlngto-

Every department is now overflowing with the Season's
best offerings in Stylish Merchandise. It is a pleasure
to show you the beautiful New Creations produced by
manufacturers for this summer.
We can show you ' Women's

Tit-Bit-

'

OF

Spring Millinery

'It is only right that I should t'll
you," she said, "that father has lost
all."
."Not all!" he exclaimed.
"Yes, all," she asserted.
"No," be said firmly, "not all. You
are still left to him. I could not be
so cruel as to add to his misfor'
tune."

"1 am trying to keep my boy f r;n
i
using slang."
A Cincinnati drummer happened to
"Don't you find it hard?"
be put at a table at Columbus with ' "By George, yes! No mutter new
a number of legislators, and the often I lecture him, he doesn't seem
courtly way in which they addressed to get wise to the fact that I am in
each other greatly bored the commer earnest." Birminghame
cial traveler. It was, "Will the genm m m
tleman from Hardin do this?" and
intend to wear one
"Does
wife
you
"Will the gentleman from Franklin
skirts?"
of
those
,
harem,
do that?" They Invariably spoke to '
"I don't know," replied Mr- - 1'enni-wiseach other as the gentleman from
"I hope she will consent to
whatever county they ' happened to
wear : two hobble
economize and
hail from.
Star.
skirts
For ten or fifteen minutes the drum-

-

Consisting of

Although the immigration officers
at Ellis Island speak a variety of
tongues, rivaling Babel itself, thev
'
last
found themselves tongue-tieweek." A party of 150 members ot
northern
from
the Basque race,
Spain, arrived the other day" bound
for the far west. They were men
from JG to 20 years, for the most
part, and about a dozen women, wives volumes.
d

and FickarJ

HAND PAINTED CHINA

of members bf tfct .part- - Not within
the memory bfftii Immigration officers have so many Basques arrived
at once. No one on Ellis Island could
vnderstand a word they spoke. They
were tried in French, Spanish, German, Italian and a variety of dialects,
to no purpose. The ship that carried
them was detained In quarantine for
more than two hours, while the Imthe
migration authorities searched
Tho
harbor to find an Interpreter.
mate of the incoming ship was finally found, who spoke their language
and translated" it into Spanish, but
he, in turn, could net speak English
A Spanish interpreter completed the
process, and the ship was permitted
to go on Its way.
Literature On the High Seas
Although a great modern liner car
rles to sea a highly cosmopolitan
company, speaking many languages,
the average traveler finds the ship's
library entirely satisfactory.
Every
taste, light or serious, is catered to.
while the size of the library is necessarily restricted. The selection of
books is by no means left to chance.
It is not generally known that a
in
specialist of wide experience
choosing libraries Is consulted long
before the ship goes to sea. The liter.
ary taste of travelers Is a subject of
In
the most careful investigation,
philosophy and fiction, abstruse science and light comedy. Considering
the difficulties In the selection of a
modern ship's library, it is a remark
able task of discrimination.
who is following a prescribed course
In reading, for Instance, may continue
It unterruptedly across the Atlantic
with the aid of the carefully chosen

ABSORBLETS

!.

M&nox

'J

INTERPRETERS ARE NEEDE- DLITERATURE ON HIGH SEAS

Interpreter

BEAUTIFYING MAN

--

V

r2,t.

for GirlsDand Misses

v.
7.

r

It's not always easy to duplicate such pretty styles as those

we are
showing when Spring is really here. Thoughtful people' are glad to make
their selectiong now. Every girl has her own list ol requirements in her
suit. - It must be chick, it must be shapely, it must be her own favorite
--

shade and fabric, it must keep its style.
met in our many new dresses and suits.

All these" requirements are fully
Prices range from the $2.50 snap-

py Gingham Dresses to the fine all wool Tailored Suits, up to $20.00
?s-'-

.'.
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515-51- 7

THE

STORE OF QUALITY

Railroad
Avenue

E. Las Vegas
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WINTERS

DRUG

CO.

Pbone Main 3

We Have

Just

Received a Lot of

Western
Garden
Seed
In Bulk
and
Package
From Barteldes Seed
Co. It will pay you
to see our line before
buying elsewhere.

1

J.

A.

Papen

f

Grocer and Butcher.

MASS MEETING OF
BALL FANS TONIGHT
ENTHUSIAST URGED TO
BE AT THE ARMORY AT

EVERY

8 O'CLOCK

HERE
A new star has been added to Las
Vegas' list of baseball celebrities by
the arrival from Denver of "Tex"
Merritt, who captained the El Paso
team of the brush league last summer. Merritt is employed by the
Parisian Dry Cleaning company and
will make this city his home. At present ho is the property of the Indian
apolis club, having been sold to that
aggregation by the Shreveport team.
This spring Merritt was notified he
had been: farmed to the Newark, O.,
team, 'MtJ preferred taking a steady
Job at good wages in New Mexico.
Merritt is a catcher and a heavy hit
ter. He will be a candidate for a
position with the Maroons this summer and. will fill a vacancy that has
.
been bothering the management.

It Is up to the fans to cut out other
engagements tonight and attend the
big baseball meeting in the armory.
Upon the attendance at the meeting
and the interest shown depends in a
great measure the future ol baseball in Las Vegas. It is proposed to
give every baseball bug a chance to A
air his views and make suggestions
that he deems will be for the good
of baseball this summer. A plan for
the management of the team will be
devised and it also will be determined
whether or not Las Vegas Is to become a member of the Southwestern
league.
The baseball association proposes
to lay before the fans the exact status of that organization, what it did
last year, how it did it, what it would
like to do this year and how. much it
will cost to do it. If you are a fan
attend the meeting. The time is
growing near when the personnel of
the team should be chosen and the
quicker something Is done the better
will be this summer's brand of base
ball in Las Vegas.

MAMMOTH DREDGER
FOR PANAMA

CANAL

CRAFT OF HER TYPE
IS NOW BUILDING IN A
CLYDE SHIPYARD

.

The Taste

Tes- t-

Post

Toasties

Have a dainty, sweet flavour
that pleases the palate and
satisfies particular folks.

The Fact
that each year increasing:
thousands use this delicious
food

ipod

evidence of its

popular!.

Post Toasties are ready to
sefye"'drrectrfrbm the pkg.
with cream or milk a convenient, wholesome breakfast
dish.

The Memory Lingers"
Postum Cereal Co!; Ltd.,
Battle Creek, Mich.

ON
K ATTENTION

STREETS

'
Scotland, March 29.
Glasgow,
There is under construction in a shipbuilding yard on the Clyde, a huge
dredger, a giant of her type, for the
Panama Canal, In truth it is a very
powerful .ship and one designed for
the heaviest;, work. Before long she
will cross the Atlantlo under her own
steam, wlth'iwo sets of triple expansion engines driving twin screws and
making ten Knots an hour.
Some of the hardest underwater
cutting in the Canal Zone is to he
allotted to the Isthmian Canal Commissioners' engineer to this, the latest
mechanical servant of the great undertaking. Two sets of massive steel
buckets will dredge clay or mud to a
depth ft 60 feet, and each set works
independently jof the other.
Fully 1,200 tons of dredged material can be taken by the vessel in
her own hoppers and .she will also
discharge into barges alonside- -

lllie Best and Largest Stock
in Town and Prices That Win
in Each and Every Case.

.

SHOW CENTER

The flat tract of ground east ot the
Santa Fe tracks held a strong fascination today for the school boys and
a good many grown-up- s
as well. From
an ordinary sandy, and barren vacant lot the tract was converted Into
a sure enough circus the Sells-Flotshow having occupied it for the day.
Traveling in two special trains resplendent in new yellow and gilt paint
the show reached here this morning.
Tents were put up and the horses
and other animals were removed from
the cars and given an opporunity to
stretch their legs. The giraffe uncoiled seventeen kinks out of his
neck and appeared much relieved,
while the camels drank 1,457,632
buckets of water, a week's supply.
Among the more Interesting anim
als carried by the circus are two baby
elephants. These are not as tall as
an ordinary man and they certainly
are "just two cute." The show carries a large number of handsome
horses. These attracted much admiration from the crowd that gathered
to watch them feed.
The circus employes and performers are a clean looking lot of people,
the Sells Floto aggregation having secured the best men and women available. The show will open the season
Saturday in Albuquerque. It stopped
here nearly a'l day so that the run
to Albuquerque could be made at
night. This will enable the show to
go dlreotly to the show grounds, tomorrow and get In readiness for the
Sella
performance Saturday. The
Floto aggregation will make a tour ot
the southwest early th's spring and
later work to the north and east.

ATTRACTION

Sole Agents for White Frost
At strictly eastern prices

New Summer Goods
t.
Rubber Hose,
inch
$4.25 for
with couplings.
95c for the $1.50 sets of Croquet.
85c for the $1.'50 Roller Skates, metal wheels.
Skates!
$2.45 and $3.50
$4.65 for the $5.50 New Perfection
Oil Cook Stoves, 1 burner.
$6.85 for the $8.50 New Perfection
Oil Cook Stoves, 2 burners.
$8.95 for the $10.00 New Perfection
Oil Cook Stoves, 3 burners.
$2.45 for the $3.50 Gasoline 1 burner
Stoves.
$2.85 for the $4.00 Gasoline 2 burner
Stoves.
$4.25 for the $5.50 Gasoline 3 burner
Stoves.
3c each, for the 5c Jelly Glass, tin
tops.
80c dozen for Mason's Pint Fruit
SO-f-

1-

Ball-beari-

Jars.

90c dozen for Mason's Quart Fruit

Jars.

$1.20 dozen for Mason's

JF

SUCCESS

Crocks, Churns ami

B. M. HYDE

IF IT FAILS

TIE

ROSENTHAL
.

OppositeJY. M. C. A..

When a mediicne effects a successful treatment in a very larg-majority of cases, and when w utter that medicine on our own person
al guarantee that it will cost the
user nothing if it does not completely
relieve catarrh, it is only reasonable
that people should believe us, or at
least put our claim to a practical test
when we take all the risk. These are
facts which we want the people to
substantiate. We want them to try
a medicine , preRexall Mucu-Tonpared from a prescription of a physi
cian with whom catarrh was a special
ty, and who has a record of thirty
years of enviable success to his rec
ord.
We receive more good reports about
than we do all
Rexall Mucu-Ton- e
other catarrh remedies sold In our
store, and if more people only knew
what a thoroughly dependable remeis, it would be
dy Rexall Mucu-Ton- e
the only catarrh remedy we would
have any demand for.
is quickly ab
Rexall Mucu-Ton- e
sorbed and by Its therapeutic effect
tends to disinfect and cleanse the
entire mucous membraneous tract,
to destroy and remove the parasites
the membraneous
which injure
tissues, to soothe the Irritation and
heal the soreness, stop the mucous
discharge, build up strong, healthy
tissue and relieve the blood and system of diseased matter. Its Influence
is toward stimulating the muco-cell- s,
aiding digesting and improving nutri
tion until the whole body vibrates wltl
healthy activity. In a comparatively
short time It brings about a notice
able gain In weight, strength, good
color and feeling of buoyancy.
,
"We urge you to try Rexall
treatment
a
today.
beginning
At any time you are not satisfied,
simply come and tell us, and we will
quickly return your money without
question or quibble- - "We have Rexall
Mucu-TonIn two sizes, 50 cents and
$1.00. Remember you can obtain Rexall Remedies In Las Vegas only at
our store The Rexall Store. The R.
G. Murphey Drug Co.
e,

"Mucu-Tone-

SHE REJECTS 150 SUITORS
Wllkesbarre, Pa., March 29. Mrs.
Sarah Jackson of No. 116 River street,
Forty Fort, near here, declared today
that she had . refused all of the 150
men who had offered to marry her In
response to an advertisement she published. Practically all of them, she
declared, wanted her to maintain them
Foley Kidney Pills
and give them a home. If she mar
and remove the poisons
Neutralize
will
ries at all now, she says, she
that cause backache, rheumatism, ner
wed some one of Forty Fort, whose vousness and all kidney and bladder
habits she knows.
irregularities. They build up and re
store the natural action of these vital
organs. O. G. Schaefer and ReS Ctoss
"Folev's Honey and Tar is the best Dni Co.
cough emedy I ever used as it quick- Iv stoned a severe
ougn mat oaa
' A
Mother's Safeguard
lone troubled me," says J. W. Knhn,
v
and1 Tar for the cfcil
ana
as
Neb.
Honey
Just
Foley's
quicmy
Princeton,
and
dren.!.
safest for all
of
cases
best
Is
In
all
coughs,
acts
It
surely
colds, la grippe and I'lns trouble. Kc coughs colds, croup. whoon!ng-cougl- i
O. G.
No opiates.
substitutes. O. G Scrmefer and and. bronchitis.
lSchafeir and Red Cross Drug Co.
e

J

gallon

Milkmen's supplies.

CO., OFFER A
THE
REMEDY FOR CATARRH.
MEDICINE COSTS NOTHING

THE

Fruit Jars.
Headquarters for

ADDITIONAL
Seven- patients
-

JE.Eas. Vegas

LOCAL NEWS
yesterday were

to the territorial hospital for

the insane. Six were from Grant
county and are Geronimo Gutierrez,
Jesus Monge, A. W. Davis, Vicente
Aguilar, Lucinda Ayars and Alblna
Icon. The seventh patient was from
Colfax county and la Crestlno Rode-gir-

George Fitzsimmons

was

notfled

late today that the Lake Forest Glee
club would be here Friday evening to
furnish entertainment for the Santa
Fe employes and their friends. The
club is made up of twenty-fiv- e
young
men and Is from Lake Forest university, 111., Reservations of tickets will
be made as announced In another
column of The Optic.
This afternoon word was received

here to the effect that the meeting
of the baseball magnates represent
ing the cities that are to be included
in the proposed Southwestern league
would be held in Raton Sunday. Las
Vegas will send a representative. The
plan of the league Is to schedule at
least two games a week for each club
thus insuring no vacant dates during
the season. The league will be rated
as class C and each club will be pro
tected by the rules of the national
commission. This will prevent the
stealing of players from the clubs In
the league by other teams.
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.

TEN MORE DAYS

HERE

MME.

CHULDA
Mystic Queen Palmist Clairvoyant
spirit medium will remain here just
10 days more to give all a chance of
consulting her the chance of a life-- '
time to know what the future holds
for you as revealed only by thte truly
gifted Queen. Your life to her is like
an open book. She tells all from in
fancy to old age.

Life Readind 50c
El bora3o'iiote!""fcf4' Grand Ave.

2)

CREAM

TODAY FOR

BOTH OLD AND YOUNG

iPf

.'

JrjrLfu

OF

Warily dodging awniugs and
guy wires, a lanky negro
walked s'owly about on the down
town streets this morning. Nobody let
him pass without a second g'ance and
many people manager to think of
business that took them in the same
direction as that in which the negro
was walking. At a respectful distance
they followed, watching the funny
actions of the dark hued gentleman.
Occasionally he would see something
in a show window that Interested
him. He wou'd bend his body at the
knees, the waist and the neck In
order to get under the awning. Then
he would bend still lower to look
into the window.
The negro is the Nubian giant ot
the Sells Floto circus. He is a little
fellow, being only 8 feet, ? Inches
tall. A man of ordinary height would
have difficulty in looking into h!3
waistcoat pocket. The negro is de
cidedly "willowy." In fact, his figure
would be the envy of those ladies who
desire to get the right "effect", in the
new gowns of the slim models. Once
he hid behind a telephone po'e to
elude the many eyes that were di
rected in his direction- And he was
completely veiled from sight.
The negro, it is said, occupied three
berths in the sleeping car, whlci
have been thrown together. Then
he finds himself cramped for room.
In spite of his slimness, nature has
provided the negro ample facilities
for preserving his balance. His feet
are as big as a couple of soap boxes.

30iVEABS

t

0 ri q)o)
8ELL8-FLOT-

-

Sixty Ycsra tho Standard

HERE ON WAY.

EIGHT
NEGRO
FEET, THREE
INCHES IN HEIGHT, WANDERS ABOUT CITY

CATCHER

LEAGUE

1911

.

GIANT ATTRACTS REFRIGERATORS BIG CIRCUS FED

J. D. Hand returned last " night
from a business trip to Santa Fe.
George p. Powers is here from fcla
home In Albuquerque on a vigli
Herman Ilfeld has returned from
a trip to Denver for the Charles Ilfeld company.
Ben Strickfadden returned yester
day from a trip to the northern part
of the territory.
C. Li. Pollard, a prominent merchant
of Espanola, was among the business
visitors in Las Vegas today.
Miss Pugh is here from her
Wagon. Mound ranch, to spend a short
time shopping and visiting friends- District, Attorney.. Charles W- Q.
Ward and'' his assistant, Louis C.
Ilfeld, went this morning to Los Ala'
mos. "
E.
Colonel ttalph
Twltchtll returned
last evening from Santa Fe, where he
had been oa legal business for the
Santa Fe railway.
J. Fred Burgan returned last evening from Raton where he had been attending the spring term of the district court for Colfax county.
Attorney A. T. Rogers, Jr., returned
this afternoon from Raton, where he
had been for a few days on business
before the district court of Colfax
county.
D. W. King and Rush Razee are
here from Denver. Mrl Razee is the
man who put on the shooting exhibition this afternoon for the Gun Club
and other sportsmen.
Charles Ilfeld returned this after
noon from an extended trip to Cali
fornia- - He was accompanied on the
trip by Noa Ilfeld and family of Albuquerque. Mr. Ilfeld enjoyed his
In
visit to California immensely.
spite of his long residence in the
southwest, this was his first trip to
the coast.

man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
nd whythe man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
, Jost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription
leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

.

-

-

t
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It makes home baking easy
and gives nicer, better and
cleaner food than the ready-madThere is no baking
powder or preparation like it
or equal to it for quickly and
perfectly making the delicate
hot biscuit, hot bread, muffin,
e.

o

cake and pastry.

No Alum No Lime Phosphates
"Alum in baking powder is dangerous and should be prohibited.'

Prof. Schweitzer, State Univ., Mo.

WHITE MAN'S HOPE
KNOCKEDOUJ SCHRECK

MISS OLGA NETHERSOLE
PLEASEDLAS

VEGANS

IT TOOK

BUT SIX ROUNDS FOR HER APPEARANCE
HERE LAST
CARL MORRIS TO FINISH
NIGHT ONE OF DRAMATIC

TREATS OF SEASON

OPPONENT

Sapulpa, Okla., March 29. Knocking out Mike Sohreck, the Cincinnati
heavyweight In six rounds here late
yesterday, Carl Morris, of this city,
kept himself in the running as a
"white hope."
FOREST GLEE CLUB COMING
That was about all he did, however,
Although he Is not absolutely sure for his showing was not as is calculSecthat the aggregation will be here
ated to Indicate that Champion Jack
retary George Fltzslmmon of the Y. Johnson is in imminent danger of losM. C. A. has made arrangements for
ot Saing his title to the
the appearance of the Forest Glee pulpa.
Club in the opera house Friday evenA right hook on the jaw won for
ing. The .club la traveling on the cir Morris.
' '
cuit of the Santa Fe entertainment Morris beat 5chreck fairly enough,
course. A short time ago Manager
but the fight was slow. About all
Busser of the entertainment course
Schreck did was to act as a punching
wired to Fitzsimmons and asked if
for Morr's blowa and await the
bag
he could handle the club. Fitzsimend. The records show that
coming
mons wired that he could. No reply
the "Flying Dutchman" landed in all
ever came from BusBer but the super- about a
half dozen punches,' none
intendent's office here has received In- of which was hard
enough to jar
structions to care for the glee club's even a
And Morris Is
middleweight.
private car here on Friday evening. far
a middleweight, for
than
larger
Fitzsimmons, on this account, has de- he
weighed 245 pounds.
j v.
cided to prepare for the coming of
Schreck was slow; He took'' a beatthe club.
and was a bloody and pitiful sight
The Forest Glee club Is made up of ing
when the final count came. There are
members. It 1b a strictly
twenty-fiv- e
those who are willing to intimate that
high-clas- s
musical organization. Tick- Schreck was
glad to hear the "ten"
ets for railway men will be reserved tolled off. But
if he was, he la not
tomorrow. Tickets for the general
'
to be censured.
.?,
public will be available Friday noon.
One thing Morris did prove in' thi
fight is that he can battle with both
Do you know that of all the minor bands. He hit Schreck with . both
ailments colds are by far the most rights and lefts. This is the first
dangerous? It is not the cold Itself fight in which he has used bis left
that you need to fear, but the serious
diseases that it often leads to. Most punch, to any extent
Morris la slow. He has a punch,
of these are known as germ diseases.
Pneumonia and consumption are true, but it will take a large amount
among them. Why not take Cham- of training to put him in a class with
berlain's Cough Remedy and cure your
In the
cold while you can? For sale by all any of the leading boxers
division.
heavyweight
druggists.

Miss Olga Nethersole was at her
best last night in "The Redemption
of Evelyn Vatidray" in which she ap
peared at the Duncan opera house.
As an emotional actress Miss Nether
sole Is superb and the play produced
last night was one that gave her an
opportunity to show her talent to the
fullest degree.
The drama was written especially
tor Miss Nethersole, by the world
known playwright, Henri Bernstein.
The theme of "The Redemption of
Evelyn Vaudray," Is based on the
of a young couple, who drift
apart, the wife spending a year-wita man whom she was deeply Infatuated with, but the couple are finally
brought together by the love of an
erring mother for her child. Miss
Nethersole handles her part in a most
artistlo manner and the moral of the
a deep one. Olga
play inculcates
Nethersole ranks as one of the
greatest emotional actresses on the
American stage. Her gowns were
wonderful creations. Miss Nethersole
was well supported by a very able
company, making last evening's production one that will long he remembered by all that were present.
mis-mati-

PILE8 CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
PAZO OINTMENT Is guaranteed to
cure any case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or Protruding Piles in 6 to 14
days or mone" refunded. r0c.
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera bar. Served from barrels on the bar.
Best draught beer in the city, at
the lobby, of course.

3

an MiguelNational Bank
OmphmlPmU In

$100,000.00

J. M.

Lds Utgas
Interest Paid

CUNNINGHAM,

President,

PRANK SPRINOER, Vk President,
D. T. HOSKINS, Cashier,

orv

Surplum

089,000.00

Time Deposits

Calculations
Misplaced
He thinks he will
Have
a man

poor.
kept many
save his money, but when he comes to .count, it he
is amazed to find so little. Money always burns a
hole in tha pocket. Don't give it a chance in your
case. Open an account with
c
. ,

The Las Vegas Savings Bank
Then instead of vanishing, it will grow much faster
than you have an idea of. Interest Jworks days,
nights and holidavs.

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

&
m
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THE LOBBY

ENDOWMENT

$500,000

REALTY

FOR OHIOJESLEYAN

REPORT

SHORT .ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

.

THE

BEST GOODS

Warranty Deeds.

FORWARD MOVEMENT OF WIDELY KNOWN COLLEGE REAPS
RICH HARVEST

t

RESTAURANT AND CAFE
OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

I

THE

I

HANDLED

Mae B. Brown, et al, to The Mutual Building and Loan association,
March 13, 1911. lots 32, S3, 34, 35 and
SOCIETY ANO BUSINESS
36, in block 17, L. Lopes Zion Hill
Delaware, O., March 29. Friday of addition. Consideration $1.
D. Chavez to Jose P. Archuleta, CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A A. M F. O. E. Meets first and third Tuesda.-eveningthis week will bring to a close the
each month, at Kratrns
Regular communi
great "Forward Movement" campaign January 11, 1911, land at
A'
Brotherhood hall. Visiting Brother,
launched by Ohio Wesleyan Universi$125.
cation first and
are cordially Invited. B. F. McGulrt
Nellie Roseberry, et al, to Mark
ty eighteen months ago for the purthird Thursday In
fund
lots
an
March
endowment
of
25,
la
President; E. C. Ward, Secretary.
19U,
pose
raising
Detterick,
each month. Visitof half a million dollars needed for block 43, Porter and Mills Addition
cor
brothers
ing
FRATERNAL
NO
BROTHERHOOD,
the further development of the insti- Consideration $1.
dially Invited. William H. Stapp, W.
102 Meets every Monday
at
night
W. B. Martin, Jr., et ux, to Peter M.; Chas. H. Sporleder, Secretary.
tution. The amount yet to be raised
their hall in the Schmidt buildla
160
is
acres
M.
and
7,
1911,
there
is comparatively small
Olson, February
vest of Fountain Square, at elgn
every prospect that the fund will be of land in San Miguel county. Con- LAS VEGAS CGMMANDERY, NO. 2,
oVJock. Visiting members are cot
KNIGHTS
TEMPLAR"
sideration $1.
completed within a few days.
dlally welcome. Fred Philips, presl
Regular conclTi second
W. B. Martin, Jr., et ux, to Peter
Among the liberal contributions to
dent; Carrie Schrock, Secretary; C.
at
month
Tusads
each
in
the fund were f 125,000 from the gen- M. Olson, March 15, 1911, 480 acres JOptlc'e Number, Main 2.
Bally, Treasurer.
eral education board of New York in section 6, township 16, range 19. Masonic Tipple at 7:30 p. m. C. Q
S.
EWioer,
from Andrew Carnegie Consideration, $8,640.00- C; Charles Tamme, J. E.' ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 645
ATE3 F6R CLASSIFIED ADVER- City, $50,000
and $7,000 from Bishop Bashford. ,
Therisa Thompson and husband, to Kecorder.
I. O. B. B. Meets
every first Tues
TISEMENTS
Ohio Wesleyan Is regarded as one C. W. Wesner, March 13, 1911, lots
day of the month in the vestrj
LAS VEGA8 CHAPTER NO. 8, ROYAL
Five centi per line each Insertion of the foremost Methodist institutions 19, 20, 21, 22 and 23, block 2, Lopea
rooms of Temple Montefiore at
ARCH MASONS Regular convoca
Estimate ilx ordinary wordato a line. of learning in America. It was opened Sulcbacher and Rosenwald addition.
In each
o'clock, p. m. Visiting brothers ari
tion
first
Monday
Ne ad to occupy leta apace than two In 1844 with 110 students. The total Consideration $1.
'
inlvted. Isaao
month at Masonic Temple,
cordially
Appei
lines. All advertiaementa charged will enrollment for the present year Is
F. Montoya, et ux, to Leonardo
at 7:30 p. m. J. A.
President; Chas. Greenclay, Sec
e Dooked at apace actually aet, with 1,400.
Montoya, et ux, June 14, 1907, land
H. P.; Chas. H.
retary.
aut regard to number of worda. Caah
Among the Ohio Wesleyan gradu- in precinct No. 5.
Secretary.
Sporleder,
In advance preferred. Phone Main 2. ates have been many men of nationKNIGKT8 OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
J. Hinojos to L. Montoya, June
NO. 804 Meets second and rouro
al prominence, among them
14, 1907, land In San Miguel county. RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2. O. E.
Thursday in O. R. C. hall. Plonee
8. Meets second and fourth ThursFairbanks, Senator Forak-er- . Consideration $1.
building. Visiting members are cor
U. S. A. to Bernardo Perea, SepGovernor Herrick and Governor
days In Masonic Temple. Mrs. Agdlally Invited. W. R. Tipton, G. K.
nes M. Tripp, Worthy Matron; ThoPattison, both of Ohio, Governor At tember 21, 1905, land In San Miguel
E. P. MackeU F. S.
kinson of West
mas B. Bowen, Worthy Patron;
Virginia, Governor county.
IW'ANTED First class telegraph oper- Hamilton of Illinois, Governor Elbert
TJ. S. A. to Antonio Montano, AuMrs. Minerva A. Howell, Secretary.
I. O. O. F
LAS VEGA8 LODGE NO.
ator to work from 11:30 a. m. to of Colorado, Oovernor Hoyt of Wy- gust 28, 1907, land in San Migue'
Phone Main 231, 721 Fourth street.
Meets every Monday evening
2:30 p. ru. daily except Sundays.. oming, Governor Cosgrove of Wash county.
hall on Sixth street. All visit
NO.
LODGE
DORADO
1,
EL
Call ia persou on city editor of The ington,
Washington
Congressman
Antonio Montano, et ux, to Stern
Brethren
MeetB
OF
PYTHIAS
KNIGHTS
ing
cordially invited to ai
W.
Optic.
Gardner of Michigan, Dr. Frank
and Nahm, February 28, 1911, land
tend, Carl Wertz, N. G.; A. T
every Monday even
Gunsaulus of Chicago, Bishops Mc- in San Miguel county. .Consideration
Rogers, V. G.; T. M. El wood, Secre
ing in Castle Hall.
WANTED--Oo- od
man for farm work. Dowell, Hughes, Anderson and Mc- - $1.
ar'e
tary; w. E. Crites, treasurer; C. V
Visiting
Knights
Methodist
Cabe of the
Episcopal
Ackerman Dairy.
1,
E. C. Long to C.- - Farley, Jan.
invited.
Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
cordially
church, Bishop Hoss of the M. E. 1911, saloon fixtures. Consideration
Charles
E.
more
or
LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MOD
church, South, and a score
$2,000.
Chancellor
of men who are now presidents of
ERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
MChas.
Jsidoro
Gallegos, et ux to
Commander; Harry
colleges in various parts of the coun- A.
Meets the second and fourth Tues
'
San
In
18
1911
land
March
Spiess
Martin, Keeper of
WAN TED Position by a reliable try.
days of each month in the W. O. W
Records and Seal.
Miguel county. Consideration $1.
young man as fence rider, looking
hall at 8 p. m. C. Clay, VenerabU
LA FOLLETTE FOR PRESIDENT
after cattle. Address B., Optic.
Quit Claim Deeds
Consul; Geo. Laemmle, Clerk. Via
Boston, March 29. Republican pol Lizzie Carpenter et al, to The Board BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
neighbors are cordially In
iting
UNION OF AMERICA
Meets first
iticians are anticipating with consider of Regents of the New Mexico Uni
vited.
and third Wednesdays of each
able interest the lecture that Sena- versity, October 31, 1910, land in East
montn at Fraternal Brotherhood
tor Jonathan Bourne of Oregon is to Las Vegas. Consideration $1.
DKNTISTS.
hail. A. E. Hayward, F. M.; W. A
FOR SALE Kitchen range and heat- deliver at a local club tomorrow night
Sadie Brewer to George H. Hunker,
Glvens, Secretary. Visiting meming stove at a bargain. Inquire L. on "Delegated versus Popular Gov March 22, 1911, lots 15 and 16, block
F. R. LORD
bers cordially invited.
C. Wltten at Charles Ilfeld Co.
ernment." The lecture and the In- 2, P. Baca. Consideration $300.
DENTIST
formal conferences to follow, it Is
Office
Pioneer
O.
B.
P.
ELKS
L.
Meets
second
and
Building
W.
to
Fred W. Browne, et ux,
FOR SALE OR RENT A complete understood here, will be the launchRooms S and 4
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graduated from Harvard in ju2. In
.uuisHju, Marcn 29. The
1905 he engaged in the practice of law
congress. Boon to be conven-eIn extra session, win be remarkat Cleveland. He is from the district
able on account of the many new men
so long represented by Senator Theowho will take the place of represen
dore Burton.
Uves whose faces have become fa
The Kansas Changes
A great many
remedies for Contagions Blood Poison
miliar after long service. Not since
Out In Kansas, besides Mitchell
'
are composed almost entirely of strong mineral ingredients. They
the Fifty-fonrt- h
congress has there
seem to be compounded with the idea that one poison will conn- h
ana from' the Second district will come
been such a change In the election before he contested in the primaries is the man who defeated James A. of congress In the
teract another provided the stomach and delicate portions of the
h
terms. He is a native of Reese, insurgent, to succeed "irrigawas not until Tawney, chairman of the house com- Fifty-nintof 1894 the democrats met with
for
Hull's
but
it
seat,
great
tion" BUI Reeder in the Sixth disThese
system can withstand the effects of the strong treatment
reverses and the congress assembled last year that he succeeded. Judge mittee on appropriations. He la only North Carolina and a lawyer.
concoctions are intended to kill the poison in the system. In this
to
succeed
Jackson,
insurgent,
The Fourth Ohio district keeps up trict;
looked like a new body. The same Prouty has gone through all the hard- 30 years old, but a man of grit and tearticle we want to tell you of S. S. S., a purely vegetable remedy
for Contagious Blood Poison, a medicine that not only cures the
worked his its reputation for odd names. William James M. Miller in the Fourth district
was true of the Fifty-seconcongress, ships of a poor boy from the frontier, nacity of purpose, having
and
to succeed
Young, insurgent,
disease, but one which from the first dose has a fine tonic effect
when the republicans, as a result of but managed to graduate from the way through a law school and the Uni- Tou Velle Is succeeded by Henry
npon the stomach and the entire system. Nor does S. S. S. attempt
Both are Judge William A. Oalderhead in the
the election of 1890, had but 88 men? Central University and secure a legal versity of Minnesota, paying his ex- Goeke of Wapakoneta.
to kill the germs within the system, but cares by REMOVING
Fifth
district.
Reeder
and
Miller,
Like
18 he enlisted democrats.
bers In the house.
nearly all the men
them
from the blood which is absolutely the only way to cure
Following the education. He was a member of the penses by teaching. At
like
Scott, are regulars.
election of 1894, the republicans have state legislature at 24 and since that In the Fourth Minnesota volunteers elected to congress, Mr. Goeke is a Calderhead,
the disease.
The
defeated
members
over
served
;
been successful in every campaign time has had a successful law prac- for the Spanish war and finished his lawyer. He has been city solicitor
It does not require any argument to establish the fact that a blood
until last year, and the changes hava tice.
education after he returned from fiat and prosecuting attorney of Auglaize ten years In the house.
can be cured only by a blood ourifier: everv one will admit the
disease
One
of
the
several insurgents from
not been particularly noticeable. Here
defeated service. He is a lawyer, and has been county.
Alexander C. Mitchell
truthfulness of this statement. The Question of most imnortance there
west
A.
the
far
is
W.
and there have been new men, but Charles F." Scott, chairman of the practicing at hi9 home in Lanesfcoro
Lafferty, repub fore
Keifer Retires
is, what medicine has proven by actual results its sunerioritv as n
for the most part It seemed that Urn committee on agriculture, In the Sec- for five years. As his name implies,
The man who Bucceeda General j. lican, Second Oregon, who defeated blood
purifier? We claim this distinction for S. S. S., and offer as proof
W.
R.
Ellis
inThe
0
was
primaries.- He
same men and the same leaders have ond Kansas district, in the primary. he is of Scandinavian origin, but a na- Warren Keifer, in the Seventh Ohio
me
mat ior more man
raci
years it has been sold under this claim
assembled and been sworn In every He is an insurgent and Scott is a reg- tive of Minnesota. Anderson is an district, is J. D. Post. He is a dem years in the state, and is no (fbubt and the demand for it has tony
steadily
increased, and we have thousands
r
two years.
by many of testimonials from cured
ocrat and the former speaker a repub- considered a carpet-baggeular. Mitchell is a native of Cincin- Insurgent republican.
patients from all parts of the country.
of
forwas
Oregon. He
While the republicans have a mucn nati, 50 years old, but a resident of
Theron E. Catlln, Eleventh Missouri lican. Post's election was entirely un
Contagious Blood Poison, as the name implies, is an infectious
larger number of members, even In Kansas since he was 7. He graduated district, enjoys the rather strange po expected by. the republicans, as it was merly from Missouri and was sent to blood taint which may be communicated from one person to another.
proportion to the size of the house, from the law department of the Kan- - sition of being a republican who de believed that General Keifer had a Oregon by the department of justice Its virus is of a most insidious nature, multiplying from an insignificant
than they had in the
con- saa
The life lease on the seat. Keifer was one to prosecute the land frauds. He is germ in the blood, until it becomes a thorough systemic poison. Its
University and has been county feated a democratic member.
gress, or the democrats had in the attorney of Douglas county, member genial Patrick F. Gill went down in of the most picturesque figures in con- 35 years old, with a command of vig- first symptom is usually a tiny sore or pimple, but it rapidly spreads,
Fifty-fourtthe of the legislature, and member of the the big republican vote of St. LouU, gress one of the men who returned orous language, which he is not afraid and in a short while the entire body gives evidence of the poison in the
congress,
yet
blood. The mouth and throat ulcerate, glands 'in the
changes are more noticeable, because, State Board of Law Examiners.
groin swell, the
and young Catlln, a Harvard graduate after twenty years of private life. Mr. to use.
C. Bowman, republican, elected hair begins to come out, copper-colore- d
In many cases, men long In the serC.
On the body,
splotches
appear
in
law
who
Secand
has been practicing
H. Garland Dupre, Democrat,
Post is another man with a record of
to succeed H. W. Palmer, republican, and frequently running sores and ulcers break out on the flesh.
vice were defeated by progressives in ond
was
eletrnd.
St.
a
Louis
few
In
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that
years,
a
born
the
year
Louisana,
hardship
early youth,
A condition of such serious nature
"struggle
requires proper treatment.
their own party.
Uncle Joe Cannon first came to con- Catlln was for one term a member cf from the farm, paying for his educa- was a surprise, as the republicans Not only must the disease be driven
out, but the system which has
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generally
the
Missouri
1873.
assembly.
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name
as
As
tion
general
he went along by teaching
gress,
implies, he
uccn weaitenea Dy ine ravages
fall It always happens that many
Leonidas C. Dyer (republican) auo- - school. He is a college graduate, a Pennsylvania district to the democrats of the Doison, must be built up
is of French decent, as are the ma
on account of local conditions. He is
S.S.S. CURED HIM.
young men are chosen. Often suct
H. M. Coudrey, of the sane lawyer and a farmer.
before health can be restored.
of the members from Louisana.
men are nominated as a compliment jority
I was affiioted with a terrible blood
He is a graduate of Tulane Univer- p:irty, In the Twelfth Missouri distvtc:
Frank H. Willis, republican, Eighth a graduate of Union college, a civil S. S. S. CURES CONTAGIOUS
disease, which was in spots at first,
to them, without any Idea that they
bat aftnrwards spread all over my
now large- DLOOD POISON BY PURIFYING
sity and a lawyer. He has been as- lie is 38 years old and a lawyer. Hp Ohio, was elected to the seat of Ralph engineer by profession, and
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the
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business.
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sistant city attorney of New Orleans
suffering I endured. Before I became
of
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and
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has ever held was circulation and removes the last
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opposition,
convinced that he doctors could do
and speaker of the Ixr.ilsana house of education while teaching school and primary. Willis as designated in his only
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are carried in on the tlijal waveof
trace
of
the
Pittston.
infectious
acts
mayor
virus,
f i. nding the Washington Unire'sny campaign circular is a "free and prodollars, which was really thrown
representatives.
found
with
feature
fine tonic effect on the
away. I then tried various patent
Another Interesting
Thomas S. Crago, republican. Twenty-tft St. I.cuis. He has been admitt?u to gressive republican." He is 38 years
medicinesbut they did not reach the
Asher Hinds on the Floor
in the sketches of many of the
hird
and
A.
stomach,
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kidneys
Pennsylvania,
in the courts of the Dhfi'.'t old, a graduate of the Ohio Normal
Dome oi a. . o. i was greatly
nnt
all
is the fact that their success
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of
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He
in
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Cooper,
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for
lived
of Columbia, where he
improved, and was delighted with
University, where he was a professor
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result. The large red splotches
tells the story which is familiar to than any new man in the House, and
1SG6, a graduate of Princeton, and a thus makes a perfect as well as
whlW
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on my chest began
to
to grow paler and
secretary
private
of political economy. He has been a
cure. S. S. S. is made
all who can remember their first read, as well known as any of the older years
lasting
and before long disappeared
smaller,
of
was
He
captain
resistant secretary in the treasury de member of the Ohio legislature and practicing lawyer.
I
entirely.
regained my lost weight,
entirely of roots, herbs and
ers. Boys without anything upon members. He is a republican and
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and my appetite
a year or more he has is author of the Willis municipal code Company K, in the "Fighting Tenth" barks, each of which has a speFor
partment.
I was soon engreatly
improved.
which to begin life, who had to work succeeds Amos L. Allen, who did not
and
skin as clear as
my
Pennsylvania volunteers, which saw cific action on the
well,
In St. Louis law.
tirely
assistant
liepn
attorney
Not
a piece of glass.
system.
hard In shop, factory, or on the farm seek a renomination. Mr. Hinds is
H. L. MEYERS.
ond made t reputation as a prosecutor
Horatio C. Clay pool, democrat, will active service in the Philippines. He a particle of mineral of any kind
68 Olinton St., Newark, N. J.
who had to support widowed mothers, best known as a parliamentarian, is
was a delegate to the national con- enters into the
of scven.l notorious criminals. He
of
represent the Grosvenor district, the
composition
and younger brothers and sisters, the author of Hind's Precedents, a
vention in 1904.
to a dozen different ortrfln'w-Hon- s Eleventh
mis great medicine, b. b. b. is
Ohio,
succeeding Albert
have worked their way onward and book, that Is everywhere accepted as
s
Stephen G. Porter, republican,
of a benevolent character.
perfectly safe for any one to take, and instead of upsetting the stomach
Douglas, republican. He Is one of the
upward until they have achieved the giving the best information to be obW. H. Graham of the same par- as mineral medicines do, it tones up this important member and makes
J. Russell (democrat), Four many
John
men
who will be in
goal of their ambition. The story of tained concerning tie procedure of
h
Thousands have cured themselves of Contagious
Pennsylvania digestion easy.
teenth Missouri, has been play'm;
the new congress, whose stories read ty in the Twenty-nintmany of the newly elected members parliamentary bodies.
For sixteen
district.' He is a native of Ohio, and Blood Poison by the use of S.S.S., and if you will write and request
v ith Charles A. Crow (republi- much alike. Born In
obscurity, hard
la that of the possibilities in America years he has been the man "at the
it we will send you, without charge, a Home Treatment Book, which
Russell w& work on a farm, a coal digger at 17, the only public office he ever held was
sober and am- speaker's elbow," and has guided that can), wrom he succeeds,
for the
will give you all necessary information for curing yourself at your own
solicitor
of
neCity.
Allegheny
was
and
congress,
educating himself, and finally graduathome. We will also give you free any special medical advice you ask for.
bitious boy, the story of Lincoln and officer right in making rulings and un- it. the
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John
First
Davis, democrat,
at the Normal University at Leb
fereil b Crow for the Slxy-iive- t
ing
S. S. S. cures by making pure, healthy blood Nature's real remedy.
many others of lesser note.
tangling knotty parliamentary points.
Crow fo- - the anon; a school teacher, then attorney, West Virginia, succeeds W. P. Hub
It is also noticeable that, as usua', Not only has he been the assistant of Nmv he has defeated.
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demWest
bard,
Virginia
,
prosecuting attorney, judge of prob, ocrats republican.
the lawyers predominate among the the speaker, but of the chairmen preof
Davis,
expect
great
things
Herbert
Jefferson M.xLevy defeated
ate, end then the triumph his elecnew list of lawmakers in the house
who la a lawyer and one of the imNew York tion to congress.
siding over the committee of the
rlSren tho with other avocations have whole. Mr. Hinds came here with Parsons in the. .Thirteenth
men of their party.
He was
portant
several
Ellsworth RI Bathrlck, democrat
district, which he represented
Bought admission to the baj and as
floor leader of the majority when
the
Reed, and he now represents years ago. He Is a democrat and Par- Nineteenth
Speaker
A.
W.
succeeds
Ohio,
the larger portion of the old member the old Reed district, the First Maine.
the democrats had control of the
sons a republican. In the Fifty-sixt- h
Thomas, republican. He is a native
ship was lawyers, that profession, aa
Daniel J. McGillicuddy, democrat, congress Levy was very active, espe- of Michigan, taught school In Mich- house of delegates In 1899. He was
usual, will have an overwhelming pre- successor to J. P. Sw'asey, republican,
( Incorporated)
to the national convention in
in .opposition to the Nicaragua igan and Kentucky, was a reporter on delegate
ponderance In the house for the next Is an orator who is expected to some cially
1904, and has taken a prominent part
unitne
ot
Columbus and Cleveland papers, a
canal. He is a graduate
two years.
day electrify the house. He comes versity of New York, a lawyer, and merchant in Detroit, and nine years in in the democratic councils. He is a
Boutell
of
passing
from the district long represented by author of a law book. Mr. Levy is the the oil manufacturing business in New graduate of Washington and Lee Uni,
and Dealer Im
and was professor of law in
Few men will be more missed in Nelson Dingley and afterward by owner of the Jefferson home at
York. While in New York he bolted versity,
that institution. Davis is only 37
WOOL.
the house than Henry S. Boutell, re- Charles E. Littlefleld. He has been
Va., which he inherited from Mayor Van Wyck's nomination, was
old.
suca
times'
and
is
who
years
three
Lewiston
Ninth
of
Illinois,
the
in
mayor
been
publican,
with the Henry George campaign, but
an uncle, and which has
M. E. Burke has been elected in the
ceeded by Lynden Evans, a lawyer delegate to the national convention.
family since the death of Tho- bolted and went over to Low when Seventh Wisconsin district. He is a
Levy
of Chicago. Boutell ws a close friend When he left college he entered the mas Jefferson.
BAIN WAGON- S- RACINE VEHlCLES-- Henry George died. Ten years ago he
Charles H.
succeeds
democrat
and
of Speaker Cannon, and besides mak- law office of which Senator Frye was
went to Akron, and has been a manuHamilton Fish Drops Out
about a partner. He will find in congress a
Welsse of the same party, who deing complimentary speeches
E. Connell, democrat, who facturer and real estate dealer there
Richard
clined a renomination.
Uncle Joe in the house, he placed classmate and fraternity man in F. C.
SEVEN
succeeds Hamilton Fish, republican, ever since.
him in nomination for the presidency Stevens of Minnesota, as both are
district
New York
new
men
of
the
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the
of
Twenty-Firs- t
young
the
in
in 1908 at Chicago. Evans is 54 graduates of Bowden college.
East Las Vegas, N. M., Albuquerque, N. M., Tucumcari, N. M.
When you have rheumatism in your
is one of the several newspapermen congress is Robert J. Buckley, demfoot or Instep apply Chamberlain's
David J. Lewis, democrat, Sixth elected to the new house. He also has ocrat, elected to succeed J. H.
years old, a native of Illinois and a
Carona, N. M-- , Rowe, N. M., Pecos, N. M.,
rehas
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will
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of
Knox
A.
Liniment
get
you
college.
quick
Trinidad, Colorado
graduate
Maryland, who succeeds George
Ohio.
In the Twenty-firs- t
He lief. It costs but a quarter.
the unique distinction of being a grad
Why
been practicing law in Chicago for Pearre. republican, is a man who
His father was has had no public career and only Suffer? For sale by all dmgelsts.
uate trained nurse.
twenty-fiv- e
years, and, while Mem- worked his way from the bottom to
and at the
was
born,
before
he
dead
ber of several civic organizations, has the top. He is from the mines, al14 he had to leave school to
of
age
office.
never before held a public
though now a lawyer. As a boy he
mother. He adopted the
Claude U. Stone, Sixteenth Illinois, conceived the .idea of becoming a support his
of
trade
painter, but broken
V.
carriage
J.
the Democratic successor of
congressman, and has kept it In mind in health he had to abandon it, and
31
is
years
only
Groff, Republican,
until success crowned his efforts. He
an attendant at the Hudson
old and w,ill be among the youngest is the first democrat to represent the he became
State
River
Hospital, where he learn
admembers of the House. Although
Sixth Maryland in many years.
ed to be a trained nurse. Then he
has
he
of
law,
to
the practice
mitted
John Alden Thayer, democrat, Third
a reporter upon the Poughkeepdevoted most of his mature year3 to Massachusetts, is the successor of was
and is now editor ot that
sie
News,
in
educational work, first teaching
Charles G. Washburn,
republican.
order to obtain money to get through Fifty years ago, his father, Eli Thayer, paper.
Theron Aikln, democrat, who de
college and afterward following that represented the same district, and it
feated
was
Cyrus Durey in the Twenty-fifthe
profession. For eight years
was in 1857, while Eli Thayer was
New
York district, is one of the
superintendent of thi State Associa- serving his first term that John Alden
the late campaign, as
of
surprises
of
tlon of County Superintendents
Thayer was born. The elder Thayer Durey had a majority of about 6,000
Schools.
,
was one of the founders of the repub- two
Inyears ago. Akin is a doctor, and
FInley H. Gray, Democrat, Sixth
lican party, but the impeachment of never held
any public office, save
in
diana, is the only new man elected
Andrew Johnson turned him from the
of the village council, which
president
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Barnard
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succeeds
Indiana, and
party. John Alden Thayer Is describ- bears his name. Once he set his au
in thJ Watson district. He is a law- ed as an idealist, as was his father.
tomobile square across the track of
yer who began at the bottom of the He is a Harvard graduate, and wa3 a
trolley, and with a garden hose held
ladder working on a farm and giving a member of the class with Secretary
the whole line. He was after his
up
his spare time to study. He finally Meyer of the navy. He is a graduate
which he subsequently acquirrights,
school
worked his way through high
of Columbia Law School, and has ed. .
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education,
and secured a college
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Fifth North Carolina,
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William H. Wilder, republican, of J. M.
years of "practice
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aa a democratic politician. The only Fourth Massachusetts, succeeds the
confederate soldier in the
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only
of
office he over had was mayor
late Congressman TIrrell. He is a na- North Carolina delegation. He has a
Connersville, his home.
tive of Maine, born In 1855, but went fine war
record, beginning at Bethel
to Massachusetts in 1866, when he be- and
Hull Gives Way to. Prouty
at Appomatox, being
ending
In manufacturing.
Seventh came interested
wounded in the Wilderness at
S. F. Prouty, republican,
When 45 years old he took up the
chair-maand Squirrel Level road. He
Iowa, defeated John A. T. Hull,
study of law, as he needed It in his was born in 1841, and is a graduate
after
committee,
the
military
of
rrtxoCotiTXwr
business. He was first admitted in the
Carolina.
he had represented the Des Moines courts of the District of Columbia, of the University of North
in the
district for twenty years. A mother- where he has quite a practice in pat- After the war he Is engaged lieutenarHe has been
law.
of
practice
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a
family,
one
of
large
less boy,
ent law, and maintains offices in the
hta state and a delerived in Iowa from Ohio back in 1852. city of Washington. He practices in ant governor of
of
gate to the national conventions.
In 1889 that , boy became a Judge
the circuit courts and before the suJames M. Gudger, jr., Tenth North
an important court and last year be preme court.
who succeeds John G. Grant,
N. M.
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Carolina,
116-11- 8
belongs
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was elected to Congress.
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is one of the men who
Cummins'
wing
republican,
or
to the insurgent
times
Sydney Anderson, First Minnesota, can "come back." He was a member
of the republican party. Three
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Extra Fancy Florida Tomatoes
PER POUN! 15 CENTS

No long waits
shop.
j

Fresh Ranch Eggs
Strictly PER
DOZEN
CENTS

at Nolette's barber

25

The Best Creamery Butter
a POUNDS FOR 65 CENTS
'

and sign
Automobile,
carriage
painting by a practical painter, 429
Grand avenue- -

N. B.
Through an error of the compositor who set up our ad
yesterday, he made the 80 to 90 to lb. Prunes read 3J lbs. for
25c instead of 2J lbs. as copy submitted.

9

-

FOR YOU SEE WE HAVE- -

Choice Colorado Spring Wheat
Choice Durham Seed Wheat

Choice Ghurson White Oats
Choice Millet Seed

FREE!

FREE!
free one
ASBESTOS
NEW STYLE
BREAD TOASTER with each
sack of our PRIDE FLOUR
We give absolutely

Las Vegas Roller Mills
Phone Main

131

ESTABLISHED 1876

Pirst National Bank
OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street
.

PHONE MAIN 379

The Normal baseball team is rapidly getting Into condition and will be
ready In a short time to make Its first
appearance in a matched game. The

The Woman's Guild of St. Paul's
Alleging that her trunk and grip
Memorial church will hold a sale of
are
being held unlawfully by Mrs.
home-mad- e
bread, cake, pies, salads
Lizzie N- - Higglns, president of the
etc., at Potters' on Saturday, April
Las Vegas hospital, Miss K, Rose
1, beginning at 2 o'clock.
Savage has instituted replevin proof Justice Vigil
We are prepared to take care of ceedings in the court
on the West side. Justice Vigil has
any and all kinds of cleaning and
set
April 5, as the date
pressing. Prompt delivery. Satisfac- for Wednesday,
has ordered Mrs.
and
the
hearing
tion guaranteed. Phone Main 35.
Higglns to be present at that time
and show cause why Miss 9avage'H
Las Vegas Camp No. 13,799, Modern property should not be returned to
Woodmen of America held a well at- her.
,.
tended meeting last night in its hall
on Sixth street. Interest is marked
This evening the city council will
in the camp, which augurs well for Its
hold an important session at which
'
future prosperity.
the report of City Engineer George E.
Morrison regarding the sewer will be
The High school reference library
heard and action leading toward the
has received from Dr. C. S. Losey
immediate beginning of Las Vegas'
two sets of valuable books, "Great
sewer system likely will be taken.
Men and Famous Women" and "Great
and specifications are now com
Maps
Events in History," and seventy misthe Citizens' committee has
pleted,
cellaneous books donated by the
evolved an easy means of financing
Bradley children.
the work and the council Is ready to
ask for bids for actual construction.
have been set by
of Public
Instruction J. E. Clark as the dates
on which the examinations of eighth
grade pupils for admission to the high
schools and for graduation from the
oooooooooooo
grade schools will be held. The questions for the examinations are being
The preparation of soup is a prepared In Mr. Clark's office in Sancause of much worry to the ta Fe.

General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

Requires a skillful process To take a garment
and clean it without shrinking or spoiling the shape
requires experience. We have been in the business
for a number of years and have the experience.

The Kareful Klothing Kleaning Ko.

April

28

.

Franco-Amersca-

Soups

n

If You Want the Best
BAKERY GOODS, MEATS,

POULTRY

FISH, ETC., BUY TIIEM OF THE

elim-

inate this trouble. They are the
best you can buy. They are
economical.
They save fuel.
They are convenient because
In
they are easy to prepare.
fact they are a French Chef in
every kitchen Once tried always used.

U

PURE THINGS TO EAT.

some time ago. The park is now in
good shape for the beginning of the
baseball and racing season.
Beautiful weather prevailed today
and the temperature in the sun made
inter clothing somewhat oppressive
Cooler weather is predicted for to
morrow.

HAVE THE BEST OF EVERYTHING

EATABLE

y. They Taste Good
They Look Good
They are Good

to Miw Minnie Thompson, I take this
means of notifying the public that
all accounts remaining unpaid April
1, win' be collected by me.
MRS. J. R. LOWE.

you havte spent a lot of good money to

put

your soil

in condition to plant. Now don't . spoil your lawn by
buying: poor seed. There is more poor Blue Grass Seed
for sale than anything- else. We have the best Blue
Grass Seed that we can buy. NOW REMEMBER.
-

Perry Onion & Son
'

Store Phone Main 462,

Ranch

Phf)e28.

.

s

one-quart- er

By HARRIS REAL ESTATE CO.

three-quart-

Custom Slvles Renal Ox
fords reproduce ti.i latest, correct
custom styles, no', 'ound in other ready-to-weseason.
.W-i-

on small lot; 7th

street, close in, only $750

And yet our Regals
'

and Bath; 7th
street, on 2 lots,
close in..
$2,500

$400

shoes until the following

ar

cost you no more than ordinary shoes!

,

ORE EN BERBER'S

See the Display of Oxford's in Our Show Window

on lot and
5th street,
north
half,
.$1,000
only...
m

$35

er

IQII

and Bath, 1 2
lots, north 11th st. $1,800

Princess

Go-Car-

ts

Just Arrived'

facing Lincoln

Park

$2,200

The perfection

of collapsible
Positively the only one
motion collapsible cart on the market. Only to be bought at our
store.
go-cart- s.

We'll Wash
Your Clothes
Much Gleaner

J.

The principal reason why you
should send your washing to
us, Instead of to a washerwoman or doing It yourself at
home, la that we'll wash your
clothes much cleaner.

C.

JOHNSEN

We wash your clothes in eight
complete changes of water.
These waters range in temperature from cold to boiling hot.
We use plenty of good, pure
soap, and we get the clothes
white, sweet and clean.

SON

SY

CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Phone Matin 227,

Our service includes Rough
Dry Wash and Washing and
Prices on
Ironing complete.
each service are reasonable.

Las Vegas Steam Laundry-Phon-

&

Pure Ice Manufactured
From Distilled Water

Retail Prices:

2,000 lbs., or mora, each delivery, 20c per 100 lbs.
1,000 lbs to 2,000 lbs., each delivery, 25c per 1t0
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery. 30o per 100
5l Ibt., to 200 lbs, each delivery 40c per 100
Less than 50 Ibs each delivery, 50c per 100

e

Main 81.

lbs.
lbs.

Ibt.
lbs.

AG UA PURA COMPANY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the purity and
lasting qualities of which have made Las Vegas famous. Office 701
"
Douglas Avenue.

SPECIAL SALE

THISJEEK

Wholesale

and Retail

We Will Sell for
Cash Only
OIK

JarFerndellPre-HK-

OllJ) serves ($1 size)

Uu

21b Peeled
Apricots
(

40c

LUMP

SCREENED

n

Anthracite Coal, all sizes.. Steam Coal.

u

Foot of

(These Preserves are Worth 65c)

OIK JarFerndellSpi- - cn
OlUi ced Pickled
UUb
Crabapples
Also Pears, Green Gage
Plums and Figs These goods'
are worth 75c.
Here are
splebdid values for your
money. "Goods with a rep-

Sawed Wood and Kindling.

o. vj. conoon
Main
St V'l'

Phono Main 21

GREAT
v

At

',
f

(The Coffee Man.)

10VAL SALE

'It is cheaper for us to sell the present stock
at sacrifice than to move it. As we will start
id with a new line of goods. This space, is lim
ited therefore we can not quote prices. t Come

'.'"':

and see us.

''.5

I

012.OO Suits

Frank Revell,
CONTRACTOR

and BUILDER

Estimates Furnished on All Kinds of
1
Building Job Work a. Specialty.
Phone Main 336.
Opposite OptI

at $6,93

SW.50 Suits at $11.05
$20,$22k Suits $13.95

i

t TA
CO
HKRMAH WU-- E
BUFFALO. N. V.

i
TV'-mtmv

Jlf
W

In addition to
the usual half and full sizes. Re-ga-ls
come in
and
sizes in between.
This double humber of J fittings
insures an exact fit for every foot.
Quarter-size-

BOUCHER'S

REriEMBER

s,

,

snug.

FOR SALE

utation."

That
WE ALWAYS

down

NOTICE

STEAMS

SOME HOUSES

29

Having sold my place of business

Graaf & Hay ward Co. Store
NOTHING-- BETTER TO BE HAD

and

ment park, which was blown

oooooooooooo

GROCERIES,

Regal Oxfords fit

Custom Instep The patented, two-pa- rt
REGALORM
Lasts, on which Regal Shoes are
made, are removed from the finished Regal Shoes inflections.
This permits the instep or 'waist"
of the shoes to be made srrmll and

Territorial Superintendent

housekeeper. It means a great
and a equad of
deal of time in the kitchen over Howard Simpklns
volunteeers have completed the work
a red hot stove.
of repairing the fence about Amuse

DRY CLEANING

614 Lincoln Avenue

Ankle Fit

smoothly and evenly around the
ankle, whereas ordinary
made on high-sho- e
lasts, sag and
gape at the ankle.

LUDWIG Wfl. ILFELD

Great removal sale at Taichert's,
the lowest prices ever offered. Come
and see us, time Is limited.
team has signified a . willingness to
match strength with the Maroons and
Be sure and visit Taichert's remov
it is likely a game between the two
al sale. Prices very low just like giv
aggregations will be scheduled as a
ing things away at Taichert's.
part of the big athletic program for
the afternoon of Easter Monday. El
Mr. and Mrs. F. O. McQuiddy are
lis is working out for a box position.
the parents of a baby girl born this and Larrazolo Is
showing up well bemorning at their home in this city.
hind the bat. The Infield promises
to be a strong one, and with a good
The White Kitchen has for sale a
battery, the team: can be expected to
gasoline lighting plant in good con- make a good showing. Coach Baker
dition. Seven lamps and tank. Cheap. la
putting the men through practice
regularly.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Ilfeld are the
parents of a baby daughter bom last
Extensive advertisement
of the
night at their home on Eighth street.
principal cities of New Mexico is to
be undertaken at once by the Santa
Have your cleaning done early to
Fe railway. Santa Fe, as the capital
avoid the rush, for Easter will soon
and one of the most interesting cities,
be here,
Parisian Cleaners, Phone
is the first. Within ten days the rail
Main 35.
way will have Issued 50,000 folders
devoted exclusively Jo Santa Fe and
'
The Ladies Aid Society of the
Immediate vicinity. The copy was
its
First Christian church meets tomor
written
by Colonel Ralph E. Twitchell
row afternoon at 2:30 o'clock with
who
also
secured the pictures with
918
Mrs. Selsor,
Jackson avenue.
which the folder Is to be illustrated.
Next year the Santa Fe will issue
Madame Chulda the clairvoyant at
folders devoted to Las Vegas
514
the Eldorado Hotel,
Grand ave 50,000
and the year following Albuquerque
nue, Is said to be the very best In her
will receive the same amount of ad
line that has ever visited this city.
vertising.
)

The Soup
Question Solved

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier

Phone Vegas 450

uff-R-

low-cut-

The Store of Ike Davis

GALL ON US-

o'clock

egal
Oxford!
at the heel never chafe
or cut because they are made
on special Oxford lasts.

Heel

fit snugly

Buffet.

Mrs. Davis, ladles' tailored and fan
1017 Tilden.
Telephone
cy gowns.
Main 357.

AT

1

10

REGAL "OXFORDS

Can see full line of Reach's Base Ballgoods if
they will call at our store tomorrow. A representative will be with us all day tomorrow.

the bar at Long'

Lunch every morning at

at Long's

Exclusive Features of Our

lit

r--

t

Old Crow Bold over
Euffer,

,

Base Ball Players
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